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ABSTRACT 

The present analysis deals with steady-state, intemal-flow, laminar film condensation of 

vapour-gas mixtures in horizontal and downward-inclined parallel-plate channels. The 

cooled lower plate is maintained at a uniform temperature, while the upper plate is 

insulated. Saturated vapour rnixed with a non-condensable gas enters the channel at 

prescribed pressure, velocity, and gas mass Fraction. As a result of condensation on the 

lower plate, distinct regions of liquid condensate and vapour-gas mixture are formed 

inside the channel. Each phase is described with a set of complete boundary layer 

equations governing the conservation of mass, mornentum, and energy. These two phases 

are related at the interface with the continuity of velocity, temperature, mass flux, shear 

stress, and heat flu. The focus of this thesis is on developing a robust numerical solution 

for the above model and assessing the effect of each independent parameter on the 

condensation process. 

The numerical approach utilized a variabk-properties finite-volume method with a 

marching technique. The governing equations were first transformed to faditate a 

rectangular grid formulation. ïhen, a bordered bIock matrix was constnrcted out of the 

hlly-coupled discretized equations by using Newton-Raphson linearization. The solver 

used a bIock tridiagonal rnatrix algorithm with border treatrnent to actiieve excellent 

convergence behaviour. Cornparhg with a similar model with a stgregated solution 

method. the present approach was found to be more robust and more efficient in 

crinipuirr Üriic. 



Results for mixtures of stearn-air and R134a-air were obtained covering a wide range of 

input parameters. n i e  velocity, temperature, and mass fraction profiles are consistent 

with the process of removing vapour mass from the mixture region to the liquid region. 

Due to the eficiency of the solution method, computation was advanced towards the 

Mly condensed regime where condensation ceases. It was found that the heat transfer 

through the lower plate of a horizontal channel increased when any of the following cases 

occured: a decrease in the inlet gas mass Fraction; an increase in the temperature 

difference between the inlet fluid and the cooled plate; an increase in the inlet velocity, 

or; a decrease in the inlet pressure. Also, condensation of R134a-air mixtures resulted in 

lower heat transfer and higher pressure drop than those of steam-air mixtures under the 

sarne conditions in a horizontal channel. 

The influence of do~vnward-inclination on condensation was examined for a stearn-air 

mixture under one set of inlet conditions. It was found that the film thickness decreases 

substantially, even for a very srnall inclination angle, due to the faster moving liquid 

under the effect of gravitational acceleration. However, the numerical results indicate that 

the impact of srnaII inclination angle on heat transfer is insignificant for these inlet 

conditions. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Condensation is a fundamental topic in heat and mass transfer. Some dserent  modes of 

condensation include filmwise, dropwise and fog formulation. Among hem, film 

condensation is the most comrnon mode applicable to the design of heat exchangers. It is 

also relevant to many industrial appiications in the field such as oil and gas; power 

generation; and heating, ventilating and air-conditioning (HVAC). Considerable research 

has been conducted on film condensation since the pioneering work of W. NusseIt in 

1916. Overall, it can be divided into the categories of Iarninar, wavy or turbulent flow; 

free, forced or rnixed convection; externa1 or intemal flow; and condensation of pure 

vapour, mixtures of vapours. or vapour-ças mixtures. This wide range of topics is 

reviewed in the literature. for example by Buttenvorth and Hewitt (1977) and Rose (1988 

and 1999). 

For the particular case of intemal-flow film condensation, recent reseslrch efforts were 

concerned with the effect of non-condensable gases on heat transfer (e.g., Wang and Tu 

1988; Panchal 1990; Siddique et al. 1994; Hasanein et al. 1996). The presence of non- 

condensable gases rnay be due to equipment Ieakage or the nature of the application. For 

exarnple, the Ocean Thermal Energy Conversion (OTEC) power system utilizes an open 

cycIe which draws both s t e m  and air into a heat exchanger, Another example is the 

application of Passive Containment Cooling System (PCCS) in which s t e m  is 

disctiüïged iiïiü ü cüiiiüiï~itfii tüiiifiiig S i c d  wiiii gars during ioss oi çooiing accidcnnb 



(LOCA) in nuclear reactors. It is important to understand the physics and the fundamenta1 

behaviour of this condensation process before a reliable prediction can be developed. 

Due to the complexity of the problem, most of the previous investigations were 

expenmentally based. The previous theoretical analyses produced simplified models 

using empirical equations for closure. Although these models succeeded in predicting the 

overall parameters such as NusseIt number, important features such as the local 

distribution of velocity, temperature, and gas mass fraction are still unavailable. 

The aim of this work is to develop a robust numerical solution for the full boundary layer 

equations of laminar film condensation inside a channel in the presence of a non- 

condensable gas. The geornetry of channeI is used because (i) it is relevant to plate-and- 

shell type compact heat exchmgers; (ii) it allows two-dimensional analysis which is 

easier to model than the three-dimensionai counterpart of inclined circular tubes; (iii) it 

c m  be further extended to the case of vertical tubes; and (iv) results for this type of 

problem are unavailable. The numerical code is required to perform efficientiy such that 

wide ranges of input conditions can be simuIated with the minimum possible computation 

effort. Parametric studies will be made to examine the effect of individuai input 

parameters on the condensation pmcess. The model will be applied to the mixtures of 

stem-air and RI 34a-air. 

For most inlet parameters, the numerical solution can be progressed dong the channe1 

unti1 complete condensation is achieved. The flow conditions in the Iimit of complete 



condensation will be solved analytically. The numerical predictions wilI be compared 

with the exact analytical solution at the limit of complete condensation. 



Chapter 2 

LITERATURE REVIE W 

2.1 Overview 

Pioneenng work on condensation was done by W. Nusselt in 1916, It involved a 

simplified mode1 of larninar film condensation on a vertical isotherrnal flat plate. Since 

then, numerous researchers refined the solution by considering various conditions and 

different geometries using analytical, empincal or numerical approaches. In the review of 

literature for this thesis, attention is focused on previous work related only to flat plates 

and channels. An understanding of flat plate condensation is crucial to this work because 

it invoives the simplest geometry and it acts as a foundation for the channel geometry. 

The charnel analysis progresses the study into an interna1 flow condition, and yet 

preserves two-dimensional simplicity. However, it becomes more difficult than the flat 

plate counterpart because there is variation in pressure, vapour mas ,  and gas 

concentration along the flow. Channel flow also has a fked supply of mass in contrast to 

the unlimited supply of m u s  from the free Stream, as in the case of extemal fiow. In this 

application, a channel is a good approximation for a rectangular duct in which the width 

is much Longer than the height or vice versa. Such a configuration may be utilized in the 

design of compact heat exchmgers. Furthemore, this channel analysis can be readily 

extended to the case of a vertical pipe, which has many important industrial applications. 

In this review, the major progress in fiat plate film condensation is briefiy outlined, 

foiioweu by a more comprehensive discussion on the dlm condensation inside channels. 



The literature dealing with condensation inside pipes is excluded, Attention is focused on 

the mathematical modelhg, the solution method, and the major findings for both cases 

of pure vapours and vapour-gas mixtures. 

2.2 Flat Plate Condensation 

As previously mentioned, the first major snidy was done by W. Nusselt in 1916 for the 

lamina. film condensation of a saturated pure vapour on a vertical isothermal surface. 

With the assurnptions of constant properties, negligible inertia and convection effects 

within the liquid film, and no shear stress at liquid-vapour interface, the following 

expression was derived analyticaily from the liquid film thickness dong the plate, 

Equation (2.1) shows that the film thickness is growing proportional to x'lJalong the 

plate. Across the film, the velocity profile is parabolic, and the temperature profile is 

1 i near. 

Applying force and energy balances to a control volume inside the film, Rohsenow 

(1956) extended the analysis by considering energy advection across the film. As a resuit, 

the temperature profile departed fiom linearity. A correction factor of [hk (1 + 0.68~~~)] 

was derived to replace term (hk)  in Equation (2.1). This implies that convection is 

important when JaL is high, which resutts in thinner films and hîgher heat transfer rates 

compared to the original Nusselt solution. 



Sparrow and Gregg (1 959) used boundary layer assumptions and included the effect of 

both convection and inertia, but continued to assume zero interfacial shear and constant 

properties. With the use of a Stream hnction and a similarity transformation, the set of 

partial differentiai equations was reduced to a set of ordinary differential equations and 

was solved numencally. Their fmdings agreed well with Rohsenow (1956) when ignoring 

the inertia effects. The inclusion of the inertia terms introduced the parameters JaL and 

PrL to the solution. When PrL was high (PrL > 100), the inertia effects were negligible. 

Within their study range (PrL = 1, 10, 100; O 5 JaL 5 2), the highest deviation from 

Rohsenow's model (about 5%) occurred at PrL = 1 and JaL = 2. They predicted that the 

inertia effect could be significant if PrL is very smail. 

The effect of the interfacial shear was investigated by Koh et al. (1961) who revised the 

model of Sparrow and Gregg (1959) by considering the vapour phase as well as the liquid 

phase. The two phases were related at the interface by continuity of velocity and shear. 

hgain, a similarity transformation was applied to develop a set of ordinary differential 

equations and that set was solved iteratively by numerical integration. A wide range of 

liquid Prandtl numbers was investigated (from PrL = 0.003 to PrL = 81 0). An additional 

term, R = [(~~)~/(p,u).]~.'. appeared in the solution as a result of shear continuity at the 

interface. They found that interfacial shear decreased the rate of heat transfer as JaL 

increased, especially when PrL was very small, such as for Iiquid metals. When PrL W ~ S  

Iarge (PrL > IO), the effect of interfacial shear was negligible, regardless the vaiues of R 

and JaL. They also confirmed that the inertia terms are important oniy for a iow-PrL 

liquid. 



The ability to combine condensate flow with vapour flow suggested that the same 

solution method could be used for the case of forced-convection condensation. Indeed, 

Koh (1962) applied a simiIarity method to the problem of forced-convection 

condensation over horizontal plates. The governing equations were similar except there 

was no gravity term and the boundary conditions at the fiee Stream was changed. The 

value of 1V11, I Re:,S was found to depend on three parameters: PrL, R, and Ja JPrL. The 

velocity was found to be linear when the film is thin, while the temperature profile was 

linear when PrL is very small (PrL = 0.03 or Prr = 0.003). Comparison with a model 

without energy advection suggested that convection is important only for highly viscous 

liquids (Pr » I), and c m  be neglected for liquid metds. 

A different approach was used by Shekriladze and Gomelauri (1966) for forced- 

convection condensation. Without going through a two-phase analysis, they proposed that 

the interfacial stress could be cdculated based on the expression, r,,,, = riz:, (11, - u , )  , 

assuming that momentum difference fmm suction equals the interfacial shear. They 

hnher  simplified the mode1 by negIecting both the energy advection and the inertia 

terms. The model thus became easy to soIve. Subsequent effort was put into developing 

the correction factors for those neglected effects. Simple solutions for combined fiee and 

forced-convection were deveIoped in a s i m k  manner, Their finding aiso showed that 

the inertia effect was important for Iiquid metais onIy and convection effect couId be 

neglected for liquids wifh PrL - 1. 



The effect of non-condensable gases in the free strearn was known to be important fiom 

experimental observation. Sparrow and Lin (1964) analyzed condensation from a steam- 

air mixture on a vertical surface. For free convection of liquids with PrL - 1, previous 

studies justified the application of the NusseIt model. The NusseIt solution was thus used 

directly in the liquid phase without considering shear continuity at the interface. In the 

vapour phase, two additional equations had to be included, namely the energy equation 

and the mass d i f i i o n  equation. Afier a similarity transformation, a set of coupled 

ordinary differentiai equations was soIved numerically by an in tep1  method. The results 

indicated that large amowits of the non-condensable gas couId accumuIate near the 

interface even when the concentration at the hee stream was small. As a result, the partid 

pressure of vapour at the interface would drop and so did the saturation temperature, 

Such an effect reduced heat transfer substrtntially. FIuids of Iiigher Sc and Iarger R would 

experience a higher build-up of the non-condensable gas at the interface. 

Minkowycz and Sparrow (1966) further extended previous models by considering the 

effects of superheated vapour, thermal-diffusion (Soret eRect) and diffusion-them 

(Dufour effect), interfaciai resistmce and variable properties. The effect of superheat was 

found to be significmt when the degree of superheating was much higher than the 

difference between wall temperature and free stream saturation temperature. n i e  Soret 

and Dufour effects, and the interfacial resistance were found to have a littie effect on heat 

uansfer. at least for steam-air mixtures under the conditions studied (26.7"C 2 T,, 2 



Denny et al. (1971) proposed the use of a frnite-difference method with a rnarching 

technique to solve the two-phase boundary Iayer problem. Their model involved mixed- 

convection condensation of steam-air mixtures on a vertical plate, which appeared to be 

non-similar in character. The NusseIt model was assumed to be valid in the liquid phase 

with a reference temperature T' = T,,,!, + 0.33(T,,, - T,,dL) for liquid properties, while a 

complete model with only the boundary layer simplifications was used in the vapour 

phase. The effects of inertia, energy convection, energy diffusion, and variable properties 

were al1 included in the model. Using the numerical approach, the problem was sotved 

iteratively within a station and marched fonvard dotvnstrearn upon convergence. Their 

results showed that mixed-convection condensation gave higher heat transfer than Free- 

convection condensation, especially for a srnail concentration of non-condensable gas in 

the free strearn. 

With the advancement in computational power in recent years, numerical methods have 

becorne more feasible for solving sorne highly complicated models. Chin et al. (1998) 

solved a complete two-phase boundary layer model for mixed-convection condensation 

with variable properties. The mode1 is applicable to almost any liquid since no major 

simplifications were made. Mixtures of steam-air, glycerine-bromine, and sodium-argon 

were used, covering Prr = 0.006 to Prt = 1000. AppIying a finite-volume method with a 

marching technique along an isothermal inclined plate, the coupled governing equations 

and boundary conditions in both the liquid film and mixture region were solved in a 

segregated manner using iteration. The film thickness was first calculated from energy 

balance at the interface, which was then I ! E ~  fny bpvp!qhg z I ,v"nmip gid et_ fhC &P 



Stream. Next, rnass continuity and momentum equations were applied to deterrnine the 

velocity field. The energy and non-condensable gas conservation equations were then 

solved for temperature and gas rnass fraction fields. This process was repeated until 

convergence at each station dong the plate. The solution approached the asyrnptotic 

values of free and forced-convection at the appropriate Iknits of Froude number, The 

presence of a non-condensable gas reduced the condensation rate and therefore extended 

the laminar region. It was also confirmed that liquid inertia was important for low-Pr 

liquids, while liquid convection tvas significant for high-Pr liquids. Srzic et ai+ (1999) 

further extended the investigation to the case of a mixture with a lighter non-condensable 

;as. The results showed that lighter gases had a stronger effect than heavier gases in 

decreasing the heat transfer rate. Besides that, buoyancy of the lighter gas caused 

separation rit the liquid-mixture interface. 

2 3  Channel Flow Condensation 

An expenmental investigation of forced-convection film condensation of refrigerant 

R113 and fluorinert cornpound FC-72 inside a horizontal rectangular duct tvas performed 

by Lu and Suryanarayana (1995). The duct was 40mm in width and 25mm in height with 

the bottom plate made of copper surrounded by polycarbonate pIastic sheets at the other 

three sides. From their testing range (RI 13: 0.3m/s 5 ri,, r 4.4m/s, 10°C S AT I 40°C; 

FC-72: 0.4m/s 5 n,,, I 3.lm/s, 10°C I AT 5 50°C), they clairned that when zim was Less 

than about 1 .5ds for R-113 or about 1.Id.s for FC-72, the film was smooth and 

waviness \vas not observed. In general, the rate of heat transfer was very high at the 

!=Yins CYge the tc t.e th ccx!tm:e Ik.. Tlc E h  gï~z q i d k  ûïïd flotlacU uùi G 



the trailing edge. An increase in idet velocity resulted in a higher rate of heat transfer. 

The experimental investigation gave comparable trends to sirnilar investigations in pipes. 

Correlations were developed in the form of Stanton nurnber versus Reynolds number. 

Narain (1993) modelled the condensation of pure RI 13 in a liorizontal channel with an 

isothermal cooled bottom plate and an adiabatic upper plate. Ignoring inertia and 

convection effects of the liquid film, the boundary-layer governing equations were solved 

based on an assurned formula for the friction factor at the interface and at the upper plate. 

As a result, the temperature profile across the liquid was linear and the temperature of  the 

vapour was a constant equal to the saturation temperature. The accuracy of the velocity 

profile and subsequent results depended strongIy on the formula for the friction factor. 

From a mathematical derivation. Narain concluded that the interfacial friction factor was 

a constant for a smail distance frorn the leading edge and then could be represented by a 

function of xlHt Re, JaL/PrL, pJp~, and pjpL. Experimental data frorn Lu and 

Suryanarayana (1995) were used to develop a correlation for the friction factor. Results 

showed that the actual profile of inlet velocity was not critical and the motion was more 

dependent on the average inlet veIocity. Cornparison with other friction-factor models did 

not produce good agreement as the experirnentai data had significantly thinner frIms. 

Narain et al. (1997) hrther extended the work to downward Flow inside an inclined 

channel. The solution method was similar to the previous work, except for an additionai 

parameter, Fr, which accounted for the pv i ty  body force. This additional effect resulted 

in thimer films than those in the horizontal orientation. 



Yu and Natain (1997) presented a numericd approach to the same inclined channel as 

Narain et al. (1997). A computer code based on a two-dimensionai finite volume method 

was developed. An initiai guess for the interfacial location was needed to generate the 

grid system and this free surface was updated during iterations. ïhe whoIe dornain was 

solved eilipticaily, meaning that both the inlet and the outlet conditions had to be 

prescribed. The numerical approach gave close results to the sirnilarity solution for 

horizontal flat plates from Koh (1962) within the testing length ofdH I 10. It was found 

that a small downward inclination (8  = Io) resuited in a substantial decrease in the film 

thickness (about 90% reduction) from the horizontai orientation. 

The mode1 of film condensation on the bottom plate of a horizontal channel was aiso 

studied by Louahlia and Panday (1996a). They treated the flow as a turbulent by adding 

turbulent viscosities and conductivities, and included both the inertia and convection 

tems in the governing equations. The fluids under investigation were pure RI 13, pure 

R12 and pure R152a. A coordinate transformation was used to avoid a dynamic grid 

system like that in the work of Yu and Narain (1997). The equations were soived using a 

finite difference method based on a segregated solution approach. The results also 

showed that a smaiI degree of downward inclination could reduce the film thickness 

significantfy. Good agreement between I o  inclination fiom their anaiysis and the 

experimentai data fiom Lu and Suryanarayana (1995) indicated to them that the 

experiment might not have been perfectly level. A correlation equation was developed to 

relate average Nussert number, ($1 to Reynolds number, [pz:L] - which was good 



for al1 three substances, R113, R12 and R152a. Again, a higher inlet velocity resulted in a 

thinner condensate film and a greater heat transfer rate. On the other hand, a higher 

difference behveen Tm and T,varf gave a thicker condensate film and caused a smaller heat 

transfer rate. From the presented results, it seems that Iess than 20 nodes were used in the 

axial direction to cover a distance of 1 m. This grid appears to be quite coarse and may 

have resulted in a significant numerical error. 

Louahlia and Panday (l996b) M e r  extended their work to the case of a single vapour 

or a binary mixture of vapours condensing on both the upper and Iower plates inside a 

horizontal channel. Tne model was applied to R123, RI34a, and their mixture. They 

assumed that the condensate films on the upper wall and the Iower wall are symmetric 

about the a,xial centre line of the channel, Previous work was adopted with the addition of 

binary mixture effect and variable physical properties. The same approach was used to 

solie the set of boundary-layer equations as in Louahlia and Panday (1996a). The grid 

system was improved with more nodes and the first grid size was reduced up to 0.5 mm. 

Results showed that the binary mixture of RI23 and R134a had lower heat transfer rates 

than either pure RI23 or pure R134a alone under the same conditions. 

Louahlia and Panday (1997) also applied the same solution method to film condensation 

of pure R133a and pure RI 2 inside a ver t id  channe[. The effect of gravity caused the 

condensate film to be thimer and therefore increased in heat transfer rate. A correlation 

between average Nusselt 

deveIoped in this case. 

nurnber, (E] and Reynolds riurnber, (P:~')  - was 



2.4 Closing Remarks 

In the area of film condensation over a fi at plate, it is known that a model has to include 

both the inertia and convection effects in order to cover a wide range of PrL. Also, the 

presence of a non-condensable gas c m  significantly inhibit heat transfer. A compIete 

model must consider the above effects and utilize two-phase boundary layer anaiysis with 

variable properties. The work done by Chin et ai. (1998) is a complete solution for 

laminar film condensation on an inclined flat plate. it shows that the parabolic solution 

scheme with a marching technique is a feasibie approach in solving this type of problems. 

A review of the Iiterature on channe[ flow condensation indicates that none of the models 

include the effect of a non-condensable gas. The anaiyticai work from Narain (1993) 

depends on an empirical model for the friction factor and does not include the effects of 

inertia and convection in the Iiquid. The numerical approach from Yu and Narain (1997) 

has the drawback that the outlee condition, which is not k n o w  a priori, must be 

prescribed first. Louahlia and Panday (1 996a, lW6b and 1997) advanced the analysis to 

the case of turbulent tlow instead. Therefore, a reliable study of laminar film 

condensation of vapour-gas mixtures inside channeis is stiH unavailable. 

The objective of this thesis is thus to investigate Iaminar flow film condensation inside a 

channel in the presence of a non-condensabie gas. The numeticai approach for flat plate 

condensation done by Chin (1995) will be the starting point of the present work. AI1 of 

the numericai methods in this review use a segregated approach, whereby each 

discretized goveming equation is solved individuailv and iterativety until the solution 



converges. However, past experience frorn using the code from Chin indicates that 

segregate solution methods c m  cause convergence difficulties in the presence of a non- 

condensable gas. Therefore, it will be necessary to re-develop the solution method in 

addition :O adapting the mode1 to a channel configuration. 



Chapter 3 

MODEL DESCEZIPTiON 

3.1 Statement of the Problem 

The geornetry under consideration is that of a channel for which the depth is much larger 

than the height, The flow can be modeIed as flow between two paralIeI plates separated 

by a distance H, the channel height. A two-dimensional analysis is suficient for this 

geornetry. shown schematically in Figure 3.1. 

The lower plate is maintained at a constant temperature, while the upper pIate is 

ÏnsuIated. A mixture of a saturated vapour and a non-condensable gas enters the c h m e l  

at a uniform velocity, ttln , uniform pressure, P,,, uniform temperature, T,,, and uniform 

eas concentration. K,. If T,,.aII is Iess than the saturated temperature of the vapour, 
b 

condensation wil1 occur at the lower plate. A perfect wetting condition is assumed such 

that a thin film of condensate is formed on the surface' creating two distinct regions 

inside the channe1: a liquid region and a vapour-gas mixture region. As long as the 

interface temperature between the two regions, T,,,, is still higher than T,,,lr, the 

condensation process continues and the condensate film grows dong the channel. The 

non-condsnsabie gas carmot penetrate the fih, which causes an increase in the overall 

gas concentration withiri the mixture region dong the channel. 

The channel is oriented with a downward inclination angle, 8. The liquid film 

experiences a shear force at the interface with the mkture ffowing on top of it. For the 



case of horizontal orientation ( O =  0°), the driving force is the interfacial shear alone. For 

the case of downward inclination, the gravity force wil! have a contribution in addition to 

shear. 

Since the upper plate is insulated, heat transfet is restricted to the bottom of the channei. 

The heat transfer rate is expected to be very high at the beginning of the channel and wiIl 

decrease along the channel. Film thickness, 6, and temperature difference across the 

condensate, T,,,, - T,,,*[, are the major factors affecting the rate of heat transfer. 

3.2 Assumptions 

The following assumptions were made in deriving the governing equations and boundary 

conditions: 

(i) Laminar smooth film 

A widely accepted criterion for transition is based on the film ReynoIds number, 

Reg ï h e  film is laminar and wave-free for Re6< -30, and becomes fully turbulent 

for Res> -1800. In order to extend the solution to hl1 condensation (where the 

temperature throughout the flow domain approaches T,,,rr), Red will exceed 30 in 

the present analysis. The highest Res is less than 400 arnong al1 the cases 

presented in Chapter 6 and it is assumed that the film is stiIl smooth and laminar. 

(ii) ldeai gas behaviour 

For low-pressure applications, the vapour and the non-condensable gas c m  be 

treated as a binary mixture of two ideai gases. The density is determined fiom the 

ideai gas law and the total pressure is the surn of the partiai pressures of each gas. 



Saturated vapour at interface 

This assumption is made because vapour will change phase only when it is at 

saturation conditions. At locations other than the interface, the vapour may appear 

as a superheated vapour, depending on the solution. Thus, the interface 

temperature, T,,, is aiways equal to the saturation temperature corresponding to 

the partial pressure of the vapour. 

Steady state 

It is asswned that the process is steady with time. Variation with respect to time 

will not be considered. 

Low-speed condition 

Viscous dissipation is insignificant and can be neglected under the present 

application. 

Boundary layer approximations 

The follotving inequalities are valid: 

Uniforrn cross-sectiond pressure 

Pressure variation across the channel is expected to be smail. Thus, the pressure is 

assurned to be a constant in the y direction. 



However, the pressure variation in the x direction must be considered due to the 

shear forces and the momentum change in interna1 flow. 

(viii) Newtonian fluid 

Al1 fluids under investigation are assumed to behave as a Newtonian fluid, for 

which the shear stress is proportional to the transverse velocity gradient. 

3 3  Mathematical Mode1 

Condensation results in the development of two phases: the liquid film and the vapour- 

gas mixture. Each of these phases has a different set of goveming equations. They are 

comected hy interface boundary conditions. 

3.3.1 Governing Equations 

Liquid phase 

Liquid continuity equation: 

Liquid momentum equation: 



Liquid energy equation: 

Mixture phase 

Mixture continuity equation: 

Mixture momentum equation: 

Mixture energy equation: 

=a(k,,, au -)+a[p.,D(Cp, a u *  -cpv)-~, ,  a V '  1 
Mixture mass-diffusion equation 

Al1 the above equations retain the variation of properties with respect to the local 

temperature. The Iast term of Equation (3.8) accounts for the transport of energy by mass 



transfer. Equations (3.6) - (3.9) are valid for both the case of pure vapour and vapour-sas 

mixture. When FV = O, Equation (3.8) reduces to an energy equation of single substance 

(analogous to liquid energy equation) and Equation (3.9) is not solved. 

3.3.2 Boundary Conditions 

Lower plate (y  = O ) 

l lL = O  

VI ,  = O  

c. = T w d ,  

Uppcr plate ( y = H ) 

Il.,, = O 

v3, = 0 

8% k,, - = O 
ay 

Liquid-mixture interface (y  = 6) 

IlL = tiB, 



Equations (3. IO), (3.1 l), (3.13) and (3.14) represent no-slip condition adjacent to the 

wall. The temperature of the lower plate is held at a constant value, defined by Equation 

(3.12). At the adiabatic upper plate, Equations (3.1 5) and (3.16) ensure no heat or mass 

transfer. At the interface, the liquid and the mixture are comected by the continuity of 

velocity, shear stress, mass f l ~ x ,  temperature, and heat flux, represented by Equations 

(3.17j' (3.1 S), (3.19), (3.20) and (3.22): respectively. Equation (3.20) also ensures that the 

vapor is in saturation at the interface. Since the interface is impermeable to the non- 

condensable gas, the gas brought to the interface must diffise back to the mixture region. 

This is represented by Equation (3.21). Lastly, the s i a t i o n  of a11 the masses at any 

axial location must equal the inlet prescribed mass flow. The overall conservation of 

mass is represented as, 

3.4 Properties Determination 

In order to achieve better accuracy, the physical properties were evaluated at the Iocai 

temperature. Stem, Rl34a, and R l l3  are the three vapours that will be considered in this 

study along with air as the only non-condensable gas. 



The specific heat, thermal conductivity, and viscosity for bo t .  liquid water and s t e m  are 

extracted fiom the tabulated data given in Incropera and DeWitt (1996). The data are 

stored in tabular form and Iinear interpolation is used whenever these properties are 

needed at the local temperature. For stearn saturation temperature and pressure, liquid 

density and latent heat, the correlation functions given in h i n e  and Liley (1984) were 

used. 

AI1 the properties for R134a and RI 13, except vapour density, are based on the property 

tables given in ASHRAE handbook (1997). The tabulated data were transformed into 

polynomial equations using curve-fitting techniques. Commercial software, Microsoi? 

Excel was used to accomplish this task. Overall, the relative error between the value 

calculated from the curve-fitting equation and the tabulated data is less than 1%. 

Irvine and Liley (1984) also provide correlation functions for air properties. The specific 

heat, thermal conductivity and viscosity of air were evaluated from these correlations. 

It is assumed that the vapour-gas mixture folIows ideal gas behaviour. To ensure 

consistency, the density of stearn, R134a vapour, R l l 3  vapour and air were al1 calculated 

from the ideal gas equation of state. The partial pressure of the non-condensable gas and 

the vapour at any location is given by the following two equations: 

- 



The overall physical properties of the mixture depend on the partid pressure of these rwo 

substances. Mixture viscosity, thermal conductivity, and diffiision coefficient were 

evaluated as suggested by Reid et al. (1977). Mixture density is the sum of the individual 

densities whereas the mixture specific heat was mas-weighted. Al! of the equations 

related to property determination and the derivation of Equations (3.24) and (3.25) are 

given in Appendix A. 





Chapter 4 

NUMERICAL SOLUTION METHOD 

4.1 introduction 

A coordinate transformation is performed to facilitate the formdation of an orthogonal 

grid system with a fixed liquid-mixture interface. An index in the x direction denotes a 

station. which consists of a column of controt voIurnes. Based on the inlet conditions, 

defined by r ~ , ,  (or ni,,), T,, (or P,,,), and FV,,,, the set of parabolic governing equations is 

solved at the first station. A finite volume method similar to that discussed in Patankar 

(1980) is applied in this numerical approach. Then, the solution is 'upwinded' to the inlet 

boundary of the second station for subsequent calculation. The process of solving and 

upwinding is repeated from station to station until the whole domain is solved, This is 

k n o m  as a rnarching technique. The following sections wiIl describe in detail the 

solution method. 

4.2 Coordinate Transformation 

Each of the liquid phase and the rnivture phase has a different set of goveming equations. 

They are related together at the interface. However the y coordinate of the interface or the 

film ihickness, 4 is one of the dependent variables. A possible grid system wouId use a 

unifom Ay spacing and determine 6 at each station to constnict a step-wise interface. 

Alternatively, a coordinate transformation c m  be performed that enabIes the grid to adapt 

as S changes, Such a suategy is favourable because the interface would then be clearfy 

defined and the number of nodes in each region cari be fixed. 



The Cartesian coordinates in (xg) were transformed into Cy,r)), as given by the following 

transformation equations: 

x = x  for x 1 0, (4.1 ) 

7'- y-6  cl for SSY r H. 
H-S 

As a result, the lower plate, the interface, and the upper plate are mapped to 7 = O, 7 = 1, 

and rl= 2. respectiveIy at any mial Iocation. Equations (4.1) - (4.3) were applied in the 

transformation of the governing equations and the boundary conditions. Only the final 

form of each equation is presented in this section. Details of the derivation can be found 

in Appendix B. 

4.2.1 Transformed Coverning Equations 

Liquid phase 

Liquid continuity equation, Equation (3.3) becomes: 

Liquid momentum equation, Equation (3.4) becomes: 



Liquid energy equation. Equation (3.5) becomes: 

Mixture phase 

Mixture continuity equation, Equation (3.6) becomes: 

Mixture momentum equation, Equation (3.7) becomes: 

Mixture energy equation. Equation (3.8) becomes: 

Mixture mass diffusion equation, Equation (3.9) becomes: 



4.2.2 Transformed Boundary Conditions 

Lower plate ( q  = O), Equations (3. I O )  - (3.12) becorne: 

Upper plate ( q = 2), Equations (3. I 3) - (3.16) become: 

Liquid-mixture intertàce ( q  = 1). Equations (3.17) - (3.22) become: 

lll. = U.li 

p.,, D dJFf j;, tv---=O 
H - 6  d q  



Overall conservation of mass. Equation (3.23) becomes: 

4.3 Grid System 

The liquid region and the vapor-gas mixture region were normalised into two equal-size 

rectangular domains &er coordinate transformation. These regions were divided into 

control volumes by drawing boundaries in x and q direction. In the x direction, the grid 

may start with uniform spacing and then expand exponentially. This was done because a 

fine grid size is needed to capture the rapid change of solution profile at the leading edge. 

The step size d ~ 1  H = 0.001 was a typicd size for the early stations. The grid near the 

end of the channel was usually coarse. However. it can be refined as needed during actuai 

program execution. Across the channe& the grid was formed differently in the Iiquid and 

mixture regions. Uniform grid spacing was used in the liquid region, whereas the mixture 

region has a very fine grid (typically A q  = I x IO") adjacent to the interface and the upper 

plate. Such a configuration was used in the mixture region in order to capture the 

boundary layer velocity profile inside the channel. Furthemore, a fine grid near the 

interface was critical to ensure that the shear continuity between the two phases was 

accurately implemented. Details of the grid spacing calculation are given in Appendix C. 

Figure 4.l(a) illustrates a simplified grid for nr = 10, nt = 4 and nv = 6 in k, q) 

coordinates. Each rectangle represents a control volume with a node at the centre. where 

-A-.&- ;llubAl,t5 :.. la appt - - - lLA lbu- A 6 : - - t L ,  j, *I  - - 1 ,,--- * 1 --2 A-- -- t--- +L-- :r - -# ---8 L. - S J.-- v - i atiu J Y  - n v  \tiu~c uiarjr - rtr c u l u j v  - i icict w 



the same row of control volumes), the control volumes have zero thickness. They were 

formed to prescribe the boundary conditions. Field variables such as u, T and W were 

stored at the nodal point, while J was stored at the north face of a control volume (the 

mass flow rate was stored instead of the mass flux value). The direction of J is always 

perpendicular to the north face of a control volume. The parameters Sand dPld,y (or P t )  

are scalar variables and each has a single value at every station. Figure 4.I(b) represents 

the actual domain under (x, y) coordinates, showing the film thickness starting at zero and 

growing along the channel. 

3.4 Discretization 

The transformed governing equations were integrated over the interior of a control 

volume. The nodal values were then reIated to the neighbouring nodes through the 

approximation at faces. Variables at the west side have known values because they were 

either one of the inlet conditions or a determined variables from the previous station. The 

coupled equations wzre then linearized to generate a system of equations for each station 

in matrix form. Non-linear iteration at each station was used to solve the algebnic 

equations. 

4.4.1 Approximation of Dependent Variabtes at Faces 

Figure 4.2 illustrates the location nomenclature of neighbouring control volumes. The 

properties p, p, Cp, k. and D, and the field variables il, T, and W were stored at the centre 

of a control volume. Their corresponding vdues at the faces of the control volume were 



approximated according to the following subsections. For the scalar vanable 6, the value 

at the east side of a station is evaluated from the assumption of a linear profile. 

At the east face and the west face, the upwind scheme was applied: 

At the north face and the south face, grid weighting was applied: 

4.4.1.2 Field Variables 

Let (O = [ t ~ ,  TL, 1151' Tw CQ. 

At the e s t  face and the West face, the upwind scheme was applied: 

Pt = PP - g r  = ~ i v .  (4.27) 

At the north face and the south face, an algebraic approximation to the exponential 

differencing scheme (EDS) was applied (Raithby and Schneider (1 988)): 



0.5 Pei 
where a, = 

0.5 + Pez ' 

1 + 0.005 Pei 1 + 0.005 Pef 
P. = P s  = 1 + 0.05 Pen ' l+O.OSPef 

The normal mass flow rate, J, was stored at the north face of a control volume. Therefore: 

J,= J p  . J,=Js. (4.20) 

4.4.1.3 Film Thickness 

The profile of the film thickness was approsimated to be linear across a station. 

or. 8,=25p-S,,.. 



4.42 Newton-Raphson Linearization 

ÔY" d Y "  w "  
In peneral. Y "  = Y "  + - (CI" - P I  (pin - (p zu )+-  (6 -CA 

8% 8% 

where the superscript 'n' refers to current iteration, and 'O' refers to the previous 

iteration. 

The different types of functions which appear during the discretization process are 

linearized as follow: 

Ci (iii) Y = -  
C2 



Pl (iv) Y = - 
c - P ?  

PlV, (v) Y' = - 
c -P l  

4.4.3 Govcrning Equations Discrctization 

Equations (4.4) - (4.10) were discretized according IO the following steps: 

Step 1: Integrate the governing equation over a controI volume. 

Step 2: For the e s t  and West faces. apply Equations (4.27) and (4.31) to shift the 

dependency to nodal variables. 

Step 3: Apply Equations (4.32) - (4.36) to each of the non-linear terms of the goveming 

equation. 

Step 4: For the north and south faces, apply Equations (4.28), (4.29) and (4.30) 

e.uclusively to the field variables at the current iteration. 

Cep j: Factor out the àepenaent variaoies anà group hem into one term. 



Step 6: Apply Equations (4.28), (4.29) and (4.30) excIusiveIy to the field variables at the 

previous iteration, and substitute Equations (4.25) and (4.26) to the property 

variables at al1 the faces. 

Discretization of the mixture momentum equation is presented in detail to illustrate the 

process. For the other governing equations, onIy the discretized fonn at Step 5 is given, 

The coefficients of the discretized equations are not s h o w  in this chapter for brevity but 

they are given in Appendix D. The nomenclature for the algebraic equation coefficients 

with two superscripts is as follows: th îïrst superscript represents the equation and the 

second superscript represents the dependent variable being multiplied. 

Liquid continuity equation? Equation (4.4) becomes: 

J 
u&.J,., +a&uL, + a & ~ , , ,  +a&6, = b,, 

Liquid momentum equation. Equation (4.5) becomes: 

Id 
4&.s + ~ L . S  J L . S  + ~ ; ; $ L . P  + ~ $ J L . P  f ~ ? . V U L . . V  f a ; $ 4  fa?'; = b ; ~  (4.38) 



Mixture mùmenhim equation: 

Equation (4.8) is discretized accurding to the steps previously discussed. 

Step 1: 

= - --- 1 ""JI "'LI '"' "" ! - op )p.,, ., g sin * A n a  
H - 6 ,  as " H - 6 ,  a d ,  

3 - Equation (1.27) 

3 - Equation (4.3 1) 



Step 3: (Superscnpt 'n' for current iteration is dropped for brevity) 

3 - Equation (4.32) 

O - Equation (4.33) 

O - Equation (4.3) 

Step 4: 



[si - Equation (4.28) 

O - Equation (4.29) 

@ - Equation (4.30) 

Step 5: 

where the coefficients are given in Appendix D. 

Step 6: 

The details of the application of Equations (4.25), (4.26), (4.28)? (4.29), and (4.30) as 

needed are omitted for brevity. The complete foms of some independent variables are 

substituted into the aIgebraic equation in this step. The implementation can be seen in 

some coefficients in Appendix D. 

M i m e  energy equation, Equation (4.9) becomes: 



M i m e  mass diffusion equation, Equation (4.10) becomes: 

IVJ M Y  
a*,.s JV). + u,:;ws + ~ . ~ P u , , , , P  + 4 y P  JM.P f a y p  WI + ~.:;w'v + aTP6P = =.:.Fa (4.43) 

4.4.4 Boundary Conditions Discretization 

Lower plate ( T I =  0) 

The boundary conditions at the lower plate were represented by Equations (4.1 1) - 

(4.13). They were re-witten into the same format as the discretized goveming 

equations, but each tvith a different set ofcoef£ïcients, The coefficients are given in 

Appendix E. 

- Equation (4.1 1) becornes ' L I L P  = 0'. [t W ~ S  used as the boundary condition for the 

liquid rnomentum equation. 

- Equation (4.13) becomes 'JLP = 0'. It WIIS used as the boundary condition for the 

liquid continuity equation. 

- Equation (4.13) becomes 'TLp = 0'. It kvas used as the boundary condition for die 

liquid energy equation. 

Upper plate ( q  = 2) 

Similady, Equations (4.14) - (4.17) ivere re-tvritten into the sarne format as the 

corresponding governing equations. Each set of different coefficients is given in 

Appendix E. 

- Equation (4.14) becomes i t f , ~ L p  = 0'. 1t was used as the boundary condition for the 

mixture m o m e n m  equation. 



- Equation (4.15) becomes 'JtLP = 0'. Tt was used as the boundary condition for the 

mixture continuity equation. 

- Equation (4.16) was discretized into 'TtLP = rMS'. It was used as the boundary 

condition for the mixture energy equation. 

- Equation (4.17) is discretized into 'FVp = IV;. It is used as the boundary condition 

for the mixture mass diffiision equation. 

Liquid-mixture interface ( q = 1) 

The node at the interface was connected ta the adjacent nodes at the north and south 

by the boundary conditions. Since it iç a zero-thickness control volume, Equations 

(4.191, (4.22) and (4.23) were discretized using the finite difference method. For 

Equation (4.21), the saturated temperature is a function of the local partial pressure of 

the vapour. This equation was further defined in temis of P t  and W. Al1 the non- 

linear terms were approximated using the Newton-Raphson method. The final forms 

are presented below. The coefficients and the derivations of these equations are given 

in Appendix E. 

- VeIocity continuity, Equation (3.18), and shear continuity, Equation (4.19), were 

combined into: 

4;%, +n,%.P +a;:v%..v + 4 v P  =b;P 

- Mass continuity, Equation (4.20) becomes: 

U LI J a, .. Jt, c a,.;Jii.; = hLF 
..I 



- Saturated condition at the interface. Equation (4.21) becomes: 

TP pl - 67' 
4 2 W . P  + a P P  +a,, P - ,,P 

- The condition of impermeable interface. Equation (4.22) becomes: 

- Energy balance at interface, Equation (4.23) becomes: 

c i  4 3 - L . i  + 4 P J . ! f  ,P + afpL.1. + fl;:"T.\f,.v + a $ b P  = 4 . P  

Within a station 

The global mass was approximated as the summarion of individual mass flows across 

each control volume at the east face. Equation (4.24) becomes: 

where the coefficients are given in Appendix E. 

4.5 Computation Process 

The discretized goveming equations relate a control volume ro its neighbours at the north 

and the south only. Therefore, the domain can be solved station by station with the 

boundary conditions at q = O? 1 and 2. and the oveml1 conservation of mass. A full matrix 

rvas constructed based on al1 the discretized equations at one station. nie rnatrix was 

solved using a direct solver with non-Iinear iteration. M e r  the solution was obtained for 

one station. it was marched to the next station to repeat the calcuIations. The foIlowing 



sections discuss the formulation of the matrix, the algorithm of the direct solver, and the 

steps involved in the computation process. 

45.1 Bordered Block Matrk 

The systern of equations was arranged such that the field variables of each control 

volume constitute a block, following with the scalar variables at the end. The momentum 

equation was used to solve for il, the continuity equation for J, the energy equation for T, 

the diffusion equation for CV. the interface energy balance for S. and the global mass 

balance for P' . 

A full matrix equation was constructed with the variables in the following order: 

The block (11 ,t,, J,,, r,,, W ) ,  is the values at interface. The values (tVJUm,.)l, 

( i~ lumnn.) I ,  ... are the dummy variabIes. They were introduced to the matrix in order to 

have a consistent block size between the liquid and the mixture region. 



Bordered block matrix: 

Block entry A is a 4x4  matrix constituted of the field variables' coefficients. Blocks El 

and E3 are border sub-matrices that come from Equations (4.48) and (4.49). Another 

border sub-matrix? E2 was formed because each of Equations (4.37) - (4.47) was coupled 

to one or both of the scalar variables (6and P r ) .  The coefficients of al1 the bIock entries 

are given in Appendix F. 

4.5.2 Full Matrix Direct Solver 

The off-diagonal entries of the bordered block matnx are mainly zeroes. [t \vil1 be very 

inefficient to solve this matrix using a conventional solver such as Gauss elirnination, 

especially when there are more than 100 control volumes in one station. in order to 

reduce the computation effort, a direct soiver was developed based on the bordered 



matrix algorithm discussed by Behie et al. (1985) and the standard block-tridiagonal 

matrix algorithm (BTDMA). 

Equation (4.50) c m  be witten as: 

where. A8TD.\I : block-tridiagonal matrix of size (N x LV) 

El: (2 x N) block matrix 

Ez : (M x 2) block matrix 

E3 : (2 x 2) block matrix 

Bi, Xi : (N x 1) vector 

B2, Xz : (2 x 1) vector 

N = 4 ( n l + n v -  1) 

Equation (4.5 1) cari be transformed into: 



Equation (4.52) can be written as the combination of two matrix equations: 

ABTDM FI = Bi (4.54) 

and E I F i + F z = B z  (4.55) 

FI of Equation (4.54) was deterrnined using the BTDMA method. Since AsTDSbf is an (N x 

N) matrix and BI is a (N x 1) vector, the result Fi is also a (N x 1) vector. Next, Fz was 

calculated From Equation (4.55) and it is a (2 x 1) vector. 

Let F; = A,;,,, E2 (4.56) 

or! ABTD.~  F3 = EZ (4.57) 

Equation (4.57) can be solved using BTDMA. Sincc E- is an (IV x 2) matrix. BTDMA 

has to be applied twice to get F3. BIock F3 is another (N x 2) matrix. 

Equation (4.56) was substicuted into Equatioii (4.53), which becomes: 

Xi + F3 Xi - = Fi (4.58) 

and (Ej -EiF3)Xt=F2 (459) 

The result of (E3 - El F3) is a (2 x 2) matrix and thus Equation (4.59) can be easily 

solved using Cramer's rule to obtain XI. Finaily, Xi was cdculated from Equation (4.58). 

4.5.3 Solution Procedure 

Although a direct solver was employed, the process of solution is still an iterative one. 

Firstly. there is an inner loop which is brought by the Newton-Raphson linearization. An 

initiai guess was needed to evaluate the bordered bIock matrix. Then the matrix was 

d v e d  directly. With the currentIy obtained solution. the coefficients were updated and 



the matrix was re-solved. This inner loop was repeated until a converged solution was 

obtained. The second type of iteration comes fiom the rnarching technique, which is 

known as the outer loop. When a converged solution was obtained frorn the inner loop, 

the whole process was repeated again for the next station. The outer loop was continued 

until the whole dornain was solved. 

The solution procedure is outlined as follows: 

1. Based on the inlet conditions, an initial guess of the dependent variables was 

calculated from Nusselt's model. 

2. Fluid properties were calcuIated from the current temperature field. 

3. The bordered block matrix ;vas constructed and solved directly. 

4. The newly obtained soIution was compared to the previous one. The relative error of 

each dependent variable was calcuiated: 

5.  The convergence criterion of zcrl 5 IO-? was used. If E> G ~ ~ ,  the solution was relaued: 

P,,uI,~ = Pr' + A o ( ~ n  - P r ' )  (4.6 1) 

Each dependent variable has its own relaxation factor. They are A,,, Ah Ar. Air, Ad; and 

AP. 

6. Steps 2 - 5 were repeated untiI the solution converges, or E S  G,,,. 

7. Upon convergence, the solution was marched to the next station. The converged 

sotution fiom the previous station was used as the initial guess. 

â. Sieps Z - T were repeateci for me reg otriie stations. 









Chapter 5 

VALIDATION TESTS 

5.1 Introduction 

The numericd solution method was coded usùlg the FORTRAN proprarnrning language. 

The cornputer code was validated to establish the accuracy of the mode1 before producing 

detailed results. Four different validation tests are presented in this chapter. The first one 

aims at determining the numerical error against grid size, or the precision of the 

numerical solution. This test is needed to deterrnine the gird size for grid-independent 

results. The second and the third tests are cornparisons with previous findings, which 

include both numericd and experimental approaches. The last one is based on the regime 

of cornpiete condensation in a horizontal channe1. For an interna1 flow problem such as 

the present work, complete condensation is possible because a fixed arnount of mass flow 

is supplied at the inlet. The solution for this complete condensation regime can be 

obtained analyticdly and compared with the numericd solution. The Iast three tests a11 

confirm the accuracy of the numericd soiution for a given grid. 

5.2 Grid Independence 

As described in Section 4.3, the number of control volumes was specified by nl and nv in 

the q-direction, and rn in the ,&ection. Out of nx, there are nb uniformly-spaced 

controi voiurnes at the leading edge. Using different grid sizes, the totai heat transfer 

through the bottom plate was compared with the case of the finest grid. Resuiis for a 

nnn& 
JiçaIii& K.&.LULF CUii.&tis~g a ;16f.ùiii& e b . e i  .*Ch Fin = i Zr, - ruvu, 



AT = 20 K, and Win = 10% are summarized in Table 5.1. S t a r h g  fiom '50x100' (nl = 10, 

nv = -10' nr = 100, nb = 5) ,  the number of control volumes is doubled in the q-direction, 

the ,y-direction, and both the rl- and X-directions to '200x400'. The difference in heat 

transfer rate between the finest grid and the coarsest grid is less than l%, which indicates 

a good grid independence situation for al1 cases. In general, an increase in grid fineness 

gives higher precision. Wowever, greater nurnber of control volumes requires more 

computation time or Cf ü effort. Referring to Table 3.1, the cornputation time increases 

roughly linearly with the grid size. 

Grid '100x200' produced a relative error of 0.26%, whiIe using about a quater of the 

computation time for the tinest grid. When nl is M e r  doubled fiom 20 to 40, no 

noticeable change in the total heat transfer is observed. However, since the increase in 

computation time is not substantial, it was decided to use '120x200' (nl = 40, nv = 80, nr 

= 200, nb = 10) as the standard grid. Experience in exarnining and presenting results 

indicated that more control volumes in the liquid region can better capture the variation 

especially for the Iiquid velocity profile in the case of an incIined channel. 

It was found ihat the predicted pressure gradient at the first few stations is not reliable 

regardless of the spacing of the first grids in the x direction. The variation of pressure 

gradient for dr; = 1 x IO-', l x  l ~ * ~ ,  and 1 x 1 0 ~  are shown in Figure 5.l(a). The data points 

of the first few stations do not fail on the line of the finest grid, but they collapse together 

afier about ten stations. This numerical error is also observed in the local Nusselt number 

but the magnitude of the error is much smaller as indicated in Figures 5.1(b). For the film 



thickness results, Figure 5.l(c) shows that the error is unnoticeable. The comparison of 

these results at x* = 0.01 and = 100 is sumrnarized in Table 5.2. The pressure gradient 

has the highest relative error among the results of d~*ldr* ,  Mi: and b* at both locations. 

The nurnerical errors at the beginning stations do not have a significant impact on the 

downstrearn region as al1 the relative errors at x' = 100 are less than 1.2%. For the case of 

Ar; = 1x10;', the relative errors at x* = 0.01 for NU,* and s * are small (less than 2%) 

while that for d~* ld<  is acceptable (about 13%). Based on this comparison, it was 

decided to use Ar,' = 1x105 as the standard spacing for the first control volumes and the 

results for .< < 0.0 1 will be discarded. 

5.3 Cornparison with Flat Plate Condensation 

Although the present model was developed for the channel geometry. under cenain 

conditions the growth of the condensing film at the leading edge is expected to be very 

close to the case of flat-plate condensation. Theoretically, if the channel height, H, is 

infinity, the geometry becomes that of a single flat plate. Therefore, relatively short L (0.2 

m) and large H (0.2 m) were used in the current model for comparison purposes. The flat- 

plate model is an earlier nurnerical analysis done by Chin (1995) for laminar film 

condensation on inclined isothermal plates with a non-condensable gas. in his work, a 

computer code based on a segregated approach (as described in section 3.3) was 

developed. The comparison between the present model and the flat plate mode1 using the 

saine input parameters and the same number of control volumes wiIl justiQ the accuracy 

and computational performance of the present algorithm. 



Film thickness cornparisons h m  both models were performed using a stem-air mixture 

at T, = 100aC, u, = 2 ds, and various K,, (O%, 20%, 50%), AT (lO°C, SOT), and @(O0, 

5"). The computation time of the above tests is summarized in Table 5.3. When gas is 

present, the additional equation for mass diffusion may introduce instability in the 

segregated sohtion method and Iead to higher computation effort. For a coupled solution 

method as it is for the present model, the effect of W is incorporated into a11 the transport 

cquations during each iteration. Since it is always integrated in the algorithrn, the 

presence or absence of non-condensable gas h a  little influence on the nurnber of 

iterations for convergence. Therefore the computation time for al1 the tests is about the 

same when the present mode[ is used. In contrat, the computation time h m  the fiat- 

plate mode1 kvas sensitive to the values of input parameters, especially JV,, ,  and may be 

substantially longer than that frorn the present model. 

Figures 5.2(a) - 5.2(d) are plots of film thickness versus x for the cases described above. 

In general. the results from the nvo models are very close with slight deviation for the 

case of horizontal orientation and ~ 4 t h  a gas present. The present model gives a slightly 

lotver tfiickness beyond .r = O.Im (less than 2% for case GV, = 20% in Figures 5.2(a)), 

showing the actual effect of the upper plate. 

5.4 Cornparison with lnternal Flow Models 

Two sets of results from the literature were used in the cornparison. The first one is the 

experirnentai investigation done by Lu and Suryanarayana (1995) on pure RI 13 flowing 

in a horizontal rectangtdar duct The duct waq cnnstnicted with pnlycarhnnao pla*c, 



except the bottom plate which was copper. Saturated vapour flows into the duct and 

condenses along the colder bottom plate. This scenario is sirnilar to the present analysis. 

Physicai properties of RI13 and exact inlet conditions are fed into the present model to 

generate the solution. The second set of results is from the numerical anaIysis done by 

Louahlia and Panday (1996a) in solving turbulent film condensation inside a channel for 

conditions matching the experiments of Lu and Suryanarayana. 

The operating conditions for the experiments were T,, = 50°C (or P,,, = 109.3 kPa for R- 

113). AT = 40°C. H = 0.025 m, and L = 1.0 m. An ultrasonic transducer was u e d  to 

rneasure the film thickness at five locations along the channel. Lu and Suryanarayana 

(1995) observed that the condensate film did not become wavy for inlet velocities less 

than 1.27 mis. Therefore, cases for 11," = 0.35 d s ,  0.74 mis and 1.25 mis (corresponding 

to Re,,, vaiues of 6131, 12962, and 21896 respectively) are presumably in the Iaminar 

flow regime. The measured data of film thickness at these inlet velocities are compared 

with both numencal models in Figures 5.3(a) - 5.3(c). Figure 5 3 a )  indicates that the 

solutions fiom both numerical models predict a much higher film thickness than the 

experimental data and that the two models are not in good agreement. The discrepancy 

between the numerical model results can be attributed to the difference in number of 

controi vohmes, physical properties, and nature of the model (laminar versus tubdent). 

However, for 8 = 1°, both numerical results are in good agreement with the measured 

data, As described in section 2.3, Louahlia and Panday (1996a) suspected the apparatus 

mi& not be perfectly levelled and they found that a small downward inclination angle 



numericai models for 6 = I o  are used in the subsequent comparisons. Overdl, the present 

predictions with O= 1" are within the experimental uncertainty of Il4% given by Lu and 

Suryanarayana for al1 three comparisons except at lower values of x in Fig 5.3(c). In that 

case, the relative error between the present mode1 and that experimental data at x = 

0.505m is 33.8%. 

5.5 Fully Condensed Analytical Results 

Condensation occurs when the vapour is at a higher temperature than the bottom plate. 

As the vapour condenses, it loses energy and its temperature decreases. Far downstrearn 

from the inlet. the temperature of the whole domain (liquid, vapour and non-condensable 

gas) will eventually become unifomi and equal to the temperature of the bottom plate, 

T,,.,ll. The condensation process shuts off and the mixture becomes a gas fully saturated 

with vapour at T,,,,[. The film thickness, pressure gradient, gas concentration and 

velocity-profiles \vil1 remain constant beyond this point. This is similar to the 

al1 hydrodynarnic fully-developed interna1 flow in a duct, where v = O and - = 0. The 
dx 

fiilly-developed conditions greatIy sirnpliSr the goveming equations and therefore an 

analytical solution can be obtained. 

hl a?,, 
Applying v, = O, v*,, = O ,  = O ,  - = 0,  and uniform Tt, Tb,, FV and physicai 

ax ax 

properties, the set of governing equations reduces to two equations only: 



The analysis is further limited to the case of horizontal, B = 0" for simplicity. Using the 

dimensionless groups defined in Appendix G, the two equations c m  be written as: 

Integrating the above equations. the velocity profiles corresponding to the Iiquid and the 

mixture are obtained: 

The boundary conditions of Equations (3.1 O), (3.13), (3.17): and (3.18) are still valid in 

this case. They are used to evaluate the four constants (Ci, Cl, C3 and Ca) in the above 

equations. 

(i) No slip at the bottom plate, Equation (3.10) becomes: 

tl;.,, = 0 at y' = O  

(ii) No slip at the upper plate. Equation (3.13) becomes: 

1l;i .cc = 0 at y' = 1 



(iii)Velocity continuity at the interface, Equation (3.17) becomes: 

(iv) Shear continuity at the interface, Equation (3.18) becomes: 

Applying above boundary conditions gives: 

(5. IO) 

There are still two unknowns in the solution, narnely ) and 6:. niey c m  be 
tc 

determined from conservation of mass. The vapour from the inlet can either condense 

into liqiiid or be retained in the mixture region. As mentioned earlier, the gas is UIy 

saturated with vapour at T,,,rr at the end of condensation. Therefore the partial pressure of 

the vapour is known. Its arnount can be found if the total pressure is dso  known. The best 



estimate is to use the total pressure from the numencal solution. The calculated amount 

of vapour in the mixture will lead to the determination of the gas concentration at the end 

of condensation, W,,. 

Mass balance between the inlet and the far end where complete condensation occurs 

Ieads to: 

In dimensionless form, above equations become: 

Substiniting Equation (5.5) into Equation (5.17) and Equation (5.6) into Equation (5.18), 

the rnass balance becornes: 



Equating the pressure gradient, we get an equation with only one unknown 6; : 

Equation (5.11) is a fourth order polynomial. It was solved iteratively using a Newton- 

Raphson root search method. Once 6iC tvas obtained, the pressure gradient can be 

calcuiated from either Equation (5.19) or (5.20) and then the velocity profiles c m  be 

determined from Equations (5.5) and (5.6) with the coefficients given in Equations (5.1 1) 

- (5.14). 

In t ems  of (y, 11)-coordinate, the velocity profiles were transformed using the follotving 

relationships: 

y' = 6Zc r,? for 0 1 y ' I &  (5.22) 

y. = ( 2 ~  - l)+(-sl, + l)rl for 6,: y' 51 (5.22) 

Substituting Equation (5.22) into Equation (5.5) and Equation (5.23) into Equation (5-61, 

the velocity profiles hecnme: 



The case of P ,  = I atm, Re,, = 2000, AT = 20 K, Ky,, = IO%, and 8 = 0" for a stearn-air 

mixture was used for comparison of numerical results with the analytical solution. The 

results from the analytical calculation and the numerical solution are summarized in 

Tabk 5.4. From the numerical solution, the temperature field is very close to but not 

esactly uniform at .L = 10m. The temperature across the channel varies from T' = O 

(adjacent to the bottom plate) to f = 0.01027 (adjacent to the upper plate). Similarly, the 

CV-field varies from 0.6763 to 0.6757 between the interface and the upper plate. In 

practical terms. condensation c m  be considered finished under these conditions. The 

relative errors between these two sets of solutions are less than 1%, indicating a very 

good agreement. The highest discrepancy comes from the pressure gradient (0.78%). The 

velocity profiles are presented in Figure 5.4, showing a good match between the 

analytical curves and the numerical data. 



Table 5.1: Total heat transfer through the bottom plate of a channe1 (H = 0.02 m, L = 10 

rn) using different grid sizes, for the case of a stearn-air mixture with Pi,, = 1 

atm, Re;,, = 2000, AT = 20 K ,  K, = IO%, and 0 = O". Normalized CPU effort 

is given inside square brackets. 

1 Nurnber of control 1 Number of controi volumes in x-direction 

volumes in 

q-direction (nr= 100,nb = 5) 

50 49278 W (0.94%) 

(nl = 10, nv = 40) [ l  .O01 

200 49408 W (0.68%) 

(nl = 40, nv = 160) [4.21] 

200 

(nr = 200, nb = 10) 

400 

(nr = 400. nb = 20) 



Table 5.2: Effect of first-control volumes' spacing on the numerical solutions for the 

case of a stem-air mixture with P ,  = 1 atm, Re,,, = 2000, AT = 20 K, Wh = 

IO%, and 8 = O". Values in parenthesis are the relative errors compared to 

those with Ar; = 1 x 1 04. 

1323x10' 

(O. 10%) 



Table 5.3: Performance comparkon between the coupled- and the segregated-solution 

methods for the case of a stearn-air mixture, with uin = 2 d s ,  Th = 100°C, and 

B = 0". Values in parenthesis are the ratios of CPU effort of the segregated 

method to the coupIed method. 

 ri-^ Normalized CPU Effort 

O 
O 

11 
Q 

O 
in 

II 
Q .  

0.0 

0.2 

0.5 

0.0 

0.2 

0.5 

Present code 

1 .O0 

1-01 

0.96 

0.93 

0.87 

0.97 

Chin's code 

0.89 (0.89) 

1.33 (1 22) 

0.77 (0.80) 

0.60 (0.65) 

1.64 (1.89) 

1.41 (1.45) 

Present code 

1 .O0 

I .O8 

0.96 

0.93 

0.93 

0.86 

Chin's code 1 
1 .O4 (1.04) 

2.88 (2.67) 

3-19 (2.28) 

0.69 (0.74) 

1.70 (1 32) 

1.58 (1 -84) 



Table 5.4: Cornparison between the numerical results at L = 20m and the andyticai 

results of the hlly condensed regime for the case of a steam-air m i m e  with 

Ptn = 1 atm, Re, = 2000, AT= 20 K, W,,, = IO%, and O= 0'. 

Nurnericai solution at 

L = 20m 

0.1487 

FV 0,6763 (interface) -+ 

0.6757 (upper plate) 

dP ' - 
c i . .  

T' 

-0.002666 

O (lower plate) -+ 
0.0 1037 (upper plate) 

Anaiytical solution 

uniform at 0.6768 0.12% 

Relative enor 

uniform at O 0.03% 
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Chapter 6 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents results frorn the application of the present model to condensation 

for stem-air and R134a-air mixtures. A wide range of input parameters was used to 

study the condensation process inside channe1s. A mixture of s t e m  and air was chosen 

because it is by far the most common combination of a condensing vapour with a non- 

condensable gas. For comparison purposes, the model is also applied to the mixture of 

refrigerant R134a and air. As air has a smaller molecular weight than R l H a ,  the 

appiication is limited to horizontal orientation to avoid the additional effect of upward 

buoyancy by the Iighter gas when the channet is inched. 

The mixture pressure. temperature. and velocity and the non-condensable gas mass 

fiction characterize the inlet conditions. As mentioned eariie. these variables are 

assumed to be uniform across the inlet. Because saturation is also assumed, either Pm or 

T,, is specified while the other variable is calculated from the relationship of saturation 

pressuretemperature. The variable AT defines the temperature difference between the 

inlet fluid and the condensing piate. The last input parameter is the angle of downward 

inclination. 

The process of condensation is studied in detail for two selected cases. One of them 

represents the common behaviour of pure vapour whïIe the other case represents the 



common behaviour of vapour-gas mixtures. Then, the effect of each input parameter is 

studied by examining the variation of film thickness, pressure gradient and heat transfer 

along the channel. The comparison between the results fiom steam-air and the results 

from R134a-air follows. The chapter ends with a discussion of flow reversal. Al1 of the 

results are presented using dimensionless variables unless otherwise specified. The 

dimensionless variables are defined in Appendix G. 

6.2 Condensation Process in a Horizontal Channel 

There is a significant difference in the condensation behaviour of pure steam versus a 

steam-air mixture. Pure stearn will eventually all condense into iiquid water. Then the 

single-phase liquid will further lose energy until it has the same temperature as the 

bottom plate. When air is present, ttvo phases tvill always be present. Even when the 

whole domain is at the same temperature as the bottom wall, a small amount of vapour 

wiII still remain in the air as moisture. 

6.2.1 Pure Steam 

A typical complete condensation path (until al1 vapour is condensed) is represented by 

the development of the dimensionless film thickness in Figure 6.1(a). This curve 

corresponds to the case of P, = 1 atm, Re,, = 1000, AT = 3 K and O= O". There is a high 

condensation rate near the ieadiig edge, followed by a reiativeiy constant condensation- 

rate region. At the Iast portion of the channel, the film thickness goes through an 

exponential growth until al1 the vapour is condensed into liquid. It was observed that 

computation to complete condensatinn cxnnnt he &ainec! fnr $1 kp! cnnditin~. Y 



some cases, the solution stops in the exponential growth region due to the detection of a 

flow reversai. Tests indicate that the flow reversal phenomenon may not occur at low AT. 

A detailed discussion of this phenomenon is given in Section 6.5. 

The variations of pressure and pressure gradient are shown in Figure 6.l(b). As for most 

interna1 flows, there is a pressure drop between the inlet and the outlet of the channei. 

The pressure at the last station reads P' = -7.32, which corresponds to (P-Pm) = -2.25 

Pa. Although it is not apparently shown in the pressure curve, the pressure gradient curve 

indicates that the rate of change is severe at the leading edge. The pressure gradient is 

affected by two factors: the change of momentum due to condensation, and the shear 

force at both the walls. These components were calculated from the equations given in 

Appendix H and their values are shown in Figure 6.I(c). For this particular case, the 

momentum component starts from a negative value and becomes positive at x' = 0.3. At 

r* = 15* the momentum component reaches a maximum vdue of 0.01, t t n  it decreases 

funher downstrearn. For the shear components, the figure shows that the shear force at 

the bottom plate is higher than that at the upper plate. These phenornena are closely 

related to the velocity profiles, which \vil1 be discussed shortly. 

The pressure drop dong the whole channel is merely 2.25 Fa. This value is srnaIl 

compared to the absolute pressure of Pm = 101.3 kPa. Therefore, the saturation 

tempenture of the vapour throughout the channel is virtuaiiy unchanged. From the study 

of flat plate condensation, it is known that the temperature profile across the condensate 

is !ixx fc: s:c-. %Is Is Usc expf!ctC, te k- tke C u =  I,n, the yreseut zzp'ysis, P.5 2 resrt!t, 



the heat transfer is closely related to the film thickness. Figure 6.l(d) shows the expected 

trend for the Nusselt nurnber. The thin film at the beginning results in a high rate of heat 

transfer. The rate gradually decreases as the film becomes thicker and eventually ceases 

when the condensation shuts off and the whole domain becomes isothermal with the 

bottom wall. 

The velocity profiles are plotted at different axial locations dong the channel in Figure 

b.l(e). The inlet velocity is uniform at i i *  = 1. At x' = 5 ,  the profile preserves a uniform 

but higher value at the core of the vapour. drops to zero at the upper wall, and decreases 

to a small value at the interface between the vapour and the liquid. Boundary layers are 

developing adjacent to the upper plate and the interface. Higher density and higher 

viscosity of the liquid phase cause the condensate to rnove very slowly (less than 1% of 

u,,) dong the bottom plate. Therefore, the removd ofmass fiom the vapour to the liquid 

during condensation causes a decrease in momentum. The decrease does not occur, 

however. at the beginning (up to +' = 0.3) because the rate of condensation is low (AT = 

3K), and no-slip condition causes the vapour core tu move faster. Further downstrearn, 

the vapour velocity profile turns into a parabolic shape at .Y* = 50. The vapour velocity 

continually drops in magnitude aIong the channe1 indicating more vapour has been 

condensed into the slow-moving liquid. 

Examining the velocity profiles in the Iiquid region shows that the interfacial velocity is 

increasing up to about 1' = 200 and a11 the profiles are nearly Iinear. This suggests that 

the vapour is drag&g the Iiquid film dong the bottom pIate- On the other band: the slow 



moving condensate is resisting the movement of the vapour as condensation continues. 

At x' = 400, the interfaciai velocity is smdler than that at .Y' = 200. Also, the liquid 

velocity profile becomes evidently non-linear beyond x* = 800. This behaviour may be 

related to the exponential growth in film thickness referred to previously. The liquid is 

dragging down the vapour velocity and eventudly the maximum velocity is shifted fiom 

the vapour to the Iiquid before the vapour is totaIly removed from the domain, as 

indicated by the velocity profile at the last station ofx' = 1070 in the figure. Although the 

velocity gradient at the bottom plate is lower than the gradient at the upper plate at any x* 

location. the shear force is higher at the bottom because the liquid is more viscous than 

the vapour. 

As expected. the interiacial tempenture does not change significantly throughout the 

computation (the variation in total pressure is insignificant). Therefore, the temperature 

profiles s h o m  in Figure 6.l(f) are overjapping except the one for the last station (x* = 

1070). These profiles are linear in shape. indicating that the convection terms are 

insignificant for steam. The last station corresponds to 8' = 0.997, a situation when the 

last 'bubble' of vapour is just about to condense- Its temperature profile shows that the 

liquid is ready to further decreae in temperature once a11 the vapour is gone. 

6.2.2 Steam-Air Mixtures 

The presence of a non-condensabie gas changes the condensation phenomenon so that it 

is not possible for the Iiquid to fiil-up the whoIe channel. Due to the large difference in 

4-nsity hetyen the gac znrf r_hp QI.&! pkiiçes, 2 oz& ~cttcr_cfg= :~!! ~ f t y y  yf 



the space when condensation ceases. A typicaI fih development path is shown in Figure 

6.3(a), for which the input parameters are Pm = 1 am,  Re, = 2000, AT= 20 K, = 0.1 

and 8 = O". The film does not grow exponentially at the end portion, but it stays at a 

constant level of about 15% of the channel height. 

The variations of pressure and pressure gradient, shown in Figure 6.2(6), have similar 

trends to those of pure steam. The change in pressure is even smalfer and therefore the 

total pressure is neariy uniform throughout the condensation path. However, the partial 

pressure of the steam undergoes a substantial change during condensation. S t em and air 

constitute the mixture phase. Even though the total pressure is uniform, the depletion of 

s t e m  causes the proponion of air to increase and therefore the partid pressure of the 

steam decreases while the partid pressure of the air increases. At saturated conditions, 

the mixture tempenture is related to the saturation tempenture of the s t e m  aione. M e n  

exarnining the rate of heat transfer, with the expectation of a linear temperature profile 

across the Iiquid film, one must consider both the film thickness and the interfacial 

temperature. Figure 6.2(c) shows that T,,,' stays around 0.57 at the beginning and then 

decreases sharply ro zero (wtiich indicates that T,*, = T,,,[,) far away From the inlet. Heat 

transfer is strongIy reduced as the film thickness increases early in the condensation 

process. Later in the condensation process, although the film thickness does not change 

too much, heat tiansfer is continuously reduced by the reduction of T , ~ ~ * .  The resdtant 

heat transfer rate is shown in Figure 6.2(d), represented by the variation of Nusselt 

number. 



The velocity profiles given in Figure 6.2(e) show the progress of the flow downstream 

fiom the inlet. Similar to the case of pure steam, boundary layers are developing in the 

mixture region adjacent to the upper plate and to the interface. At a distance of x' = 50, 

the mixture velocity profile has turned into a nearly parabolic shape. The mixture velocity 

continues to decrease in magnitude as mass is removed fiom the mixture region during 

condensation. In the liquid region, the velocity profiles are al1 nearIy linear except for the 

last two at x' = 400 and x* = 800. There is a slight increase in interfacial velocity at the 

begiming (from x' = 5 to x' = 50). Then, the value drops significantly between x' = 100 

and x' = 400 due to the interfacial drag and the increasing film thickness. The velocity 

protiles converge closely to the analytical results as shown in Section 5.5. 

The temperature and gas mass fraction profiles at the same axial locations as in Figure 

6.3(e) are shown in Figure 6.2(f) and 6.2(g). respectively. As noted before, the interfacial 

temperature is related to the partial pressure of the stearn which is also related to the local 

gas concentration. From x* = 5 to x* = 100, IF',, and T,,' do not vary too much. As 

condensation is occurring, however, there is a force drawing the mixture molecules 

towards the interface. Only stearn can be condensed into liquid and the water mokcule 

penetrates through the interface, leaving behind the gas molecules in the mixture region. 

As a result, gas is building up at the vicinity of the interface. Higher concentration wilf in 

tum cause the gas molecules to diffise away fiom the interface. An equilibrium condition 

wilI be achieved such that the resultant distribution of gas concentration takes the form 

given in Figure 6.2(g) at different auial distances. From x* = 5 to x* = 100, W,, is about 

0-43 but the profiles are different dependin3 on the cnndeniatinn mi. The rfeicom in 



slope (absolute value) at the interface fiom one profile to the other indicates that the 

condensation rate is dropping dong the channel. Sirnilarly, the temperature profiles 

depend on the heat transfer rate and the slope at the interface is decreasing as well. At x* 

= 800, the temperature profile is very close to the situation of 'isothermal at T,vaI/', Small 

amount of stearn at the saturated temperature of T,Valr remains in the mixture region. The 

final level of gas concentration converges to the analytical result, as s h o w  in Section 

5.5. 

6.3 Effect of Input Parameters for a Horizontal Channel 

All of the input parameters fa11 within these ranges: P,, = 0.5 to 1 atm; Re,, = 500 to 

2000: AT = 5 to 50 K and fV,, = O to 0.2. The particuIar variable of interest is varied to 

study its effect on condensation while hoIding each of the other parameters constant. Al1 

of the comparisons are based on condensation inside a horizontal channel. Out of these 

various combinations of P,,. Re,,, AT and W , n ,  only one case is selected later to examine 

the effect of inclination. 

6.3.1 Effcct of Win 

Holding P ,  = 1 atm, Re,, = 1000, AT= 20 K and 6= O", the effect of Kn on condensation 

process is examined through the film thickness, the pressure gradient and the Nusselt 

number. The curves in Figure 6 3 a )  show that higher W, gives a thinner film at any x. 

location. For pure steam ( K n  = O%), the film grows exponentiaily beyond .< = 100 and 

the caiculation stops at about x. = 130 due to flow reversal. However, the condensation 

. i;rcces; ~=r ;  bc ccmidcrri;! sGFping p m  TECC ùk da;.. 



indicates that more than 99% of the s t e m  has been condensed. As W,  increases, higher 

accumulation of non-condensable gas at the interface causes lower condensation rate. 

Therefore, the film thickness at any x' location is smailer. Furthemore, higher FV,,, 

implies less s t e m  is available to condense which also contributes to the thinner film. 

The pressure gradient for cases of K,, = O%, 1% and 5% is positive in the beginning 

section. As mentioned earlier, two factors affect the pressure gradient: the loss of 

momentum, which is related to the condensation rate, and the viscous fiction, which is 

related to the velocity. In general, both of these effects are decreasing dong the channel. 

A positive pressure gradient implies that the condensation rate is very high such that the 

effect of momentum loss outweighs the effect of friction. Further do~vnstream, the 

pressure gradient always becomes negative because the condensation rate can drop to 

zero but the velocity cannot. The numeical data indicate that the pressure gradient goes 

negative at about x' = 40 for case of pure steam. 

Variations of Nusselt number are given in Figure 6.3(c). Pure s t e m  gives the highest 

heat iransfer even though it has the thickest film. This is because T,,,. decreases as tK, 

increases at any x' location. The effect of pKn on heat uansfer is signiîïcant. At x' = 0.01, 

Nusseit nurnber drops from 1250 for GY, = 0% to 750 for W, = IO%, which is equivalent 

to a 40% decrease in heat transfer. 



6.3.2 Effect of AT 

A cornparison of results for different values of AT was made whiIe fixing Pin = 1 atm, 

Re,, = 1000 and O= 0" for three levels of inlet gas concentration, K,, = O%, 1% and 10%. 

Refemng to Figure 6.4(a), an increase in AT from 5 K to 20 K shortens the distance 

required for the fully condensed condition to be reached. For each W,, the iarger film 

thickness for higher AT indicates an increase in condensation rate. These curves do not 

converge to the same level at the fully condensed regime because they have different 

values of T,,.aII. For each pair of Pln and IV,,, T,, is constant, so increasing AT implies 

Iowering T,,/[. When the temperature of the whole domain is reduced to T,,,lI, the Iower 

temperature causes smaller arnount of steam to remain in the mixture region as saturated 

vapour. and thus the proportion of Iiquid water is higher (thicker film). In short, higher 

AT gives thicker film at fully condensed regime when the other parameters are fixed. 

The variation of the pressure gradient is illustrated in Figure 6,4(b). Curves for the case 

of AT = 10 K are removed for clarity. In general, an increase in dT or a decrease in WIf 

causes a higher pressure gradient at the beginning of the charnel. Both of these factors 

are associated with the higher condensation rate. 

Figure 6.4(c) shows that Nu, decreases when AT increases. This seems to irnpIy that 

higher AT results in smaller heat transfer. However, 1Vrh is directIy proportionaI to heat 

transfer only when AT rernains the same. Referring to the defrnition of Nu, in Appendix 

G. the heat flu is proportional to the product of AT and Nu, when the variation of 4 is 

relatively srnaII. In Figure 6.4(d), the data are re-plotted with Nn,(dT I T,,,) as the ordinate 
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mis and it is clear that heat transfer actually increases with AT. Therefore, the results are 

in consistent with the trends given in the cornparisons of fiIm thickness and pressure 

gradient. 

6.3.3 Effect of Reh 

Higher Rein represents a faster rnoving vapour-gas mixture. Higher-velocity mixture ff ow 

has the effect of thinning the liquid film due to interfacial drag. Figure 6.5(a) is a plot of 

the dimensionless film thickness for P,, = I atm, dT = 10K, 20K and 50K, CY,, = ?O%, 

and 0 = O". It can be seen frorn the figure that for a fixed AT3 the film thickness decreases 

and the distance for achieving fully-condensed conditions increases when Re, increases 

frorn 500 to 2000. The condensation paths for different Re,  converge to the sarne 

thickness when they have the same AT. 

The variations of dimensionless pressure gradients are plotted in Figure 6.5(b). This 

dimensionless quantity is defined as the ratio of the actual pressure gradient to the inlet 

7 kinetic energy. Since the inlet kinetic energy is proportional to u,*, the actual pressure 

gradient is not reflected from the figure when Re,, is varying. A better cornparison can be 

seen in Figure 6.5(c) with ( d ~ ' l r l r ' ) ( ~ r , ~ ) '  x 10-~  as the ordinate axis. That figure shows 

that an increase in Re,,, causes the absolute value of the pressure gradient to increase at 

any x' location. This is an expected trend because the flictional component of the 

pressure gradient will increase significantly as Re,,, increases. 



In the cornparison of Nusselt number for different values of Re,, shown in Figure 6.5(d), 

it can be seen that higher inlet velocity promotes heat transfer. The increase is the result 

of smaller film thickness and higher T,,' at a fixed axial location when R e ,  increases. 

0.5 When the vertical axis of the figure is replaced with the parameter M t J R e ,  , s h o w  in 

Figure 6.5(e), curves for different Re,, collapse together. This is an interesting resuit for 

future efforts on developing correlations for Nt!,. 

6.3.4 Effect of Pb 

Varying P,, for fixed values of AT and IV,, has the effect of changing T,,, which will 

affect the theno-physical properties. The property most affected is the mixture density, 

which increases from 0.309 kg/m3 to 1.1 14 kgm' for AT = ?OK and W,, = O when the 

intet pressure is changed from 0.5 to 3 atm. When Re,, is also fixed at 3000, the increase 

in density causes the inlet velocity to drop. Therefore, similar trends with the effect of 

decreasing Re,, are expected when Pm increases. in which case the film is thicker, the 

pressure gradient is higher. and the heat transfer is smaller. Refemng to Figures 6.6(a) - 

6.6(c), the above-mentioned trends are confirmed except for the pressure gradient. The 

pressure gradient actually becomes smaller when Pl, increases. This effect is considered 

to be due to the effect of larger mass flow rate as the density is increasing at a higher rate 

than the velocity decreases. For example, ntn decreases from 3.65 ds to 1.15 m / s  and rir, 

increases from 2.26 kg/s to 2.57 kgls for the above scenario. Also, the condensation paths 

for pure vapour with different inlet pressures cross at about x' = 70 as shown in Figure 

6.6(a). Beyond the crossing point, the fiIm thickness is smaiIer for the case of higher Pm. 



This trend shows that higher mass flow rate under similar conditions requires a longer 

distance to reach the hlly condensed regime. 

6.3.5 Effect of Downward Inclination Angle, 8 

Downward inclination adds the effect of a body force due to gravity on the condensation 

process. The case of P ,  = 1 atm, Re, = 1000, AT = 20K and IV, = 0.2 is used as the basis 

of comparison. The channel inclination will be varied from the horizontal position of 0 = 

O" (or Fr = a), up to the vertical position of 8 = 90" (or Fr = 5.308). AIthough it is 

unlikely to have vapour condensing on one plate only for the vertical channeI, the 

objective here is to make a pararnetric study when the gravity effect is at the extreme 

condition. 

As discussed in Section 5.4. a small angle ofdownward inclination has a strong influence 

on the film thickness. This is also observed in the present comparison. The wiai variation 

of film thickness for different 8 is given in Figure 6.7(a). Tilting the chamel 0.1' from 

the horizontal causes a huge drop of 6,' from 0.108 to 0.041. ï h e  extent of the drop 

decreases when 6 is funher increased to higher inclination. The difference in &* behveen 

6 = 10" and O = 90" is merely 0.0041. This thinning effect is due to the faster moving 

Iiquid under the influence of gravitational acceleration. Despite the difference in film 

thickness, heat transfer through the condensing walI is not greatly affected as shown in 

Figure 6.7(b). From O = O" to 8 = la, the curves showing axial variation of Nusselt 

nurnber nearly collapse. Even for the thinnest film at 8 = 90°, the increase in NusseIt 

nurnber at x* = 0.01 is about 6% from that of the horizontal position. This trend suggests 
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that inclination does not have a great impact on heat transfer. Even though the film is 

thinner, CK, increases (and T,,, decreases) with B to keep heat transfer relatively constant. 

Figure 6.7(c) shows the axial variation of the dimensionless pressure gradient at different 

inclinations. The gravity effect causes the pressure gradient to rise throughout the 

channel. The magnitude of the increase is nearly uniforrn except in the region between xa 

= 40 and x* = 400. It is most noticeable for the case of 6= 90" for which the curve has an 

unusual increase in that region. 

In order to have a better understanding of this behaviour, the pressure gradient was 

broken into cornponents of gravity. friction, and rnomentum loss effects: 

The pressure gradient component calculations are based on Newton's second Iaw of 

motion and are discussec! in detail in Appendix H. Figure 6.7(d) shows the variation of 

each component in Equation (6.1) along the vertical channel for the case of 8 = 90" in 

Figure 6.7(c). Under the influence of gravity, the Iiquid increases in velocity and causes 

higher friction along the cooled wall (dP' / dr',h,,*.a ). On the other hand, the mixture 

velocity decreases as a result of condensation and thus the magnitude of the friction at y* 

= 1 drops to a very small value by the end of the channel. Nevertheiess, the velocity of 



density and volume proportion of each phase. For the liquid phase, this component is 

increasing dunng condensation as the temperature drops and the film thickness increases. 

For the mixture phase, the gravitational term is also increasing with an increase W along 

the channel as discussed shonly. Note that (dl" i d ~ ' ) , ~  and (dP' idr ' )~ew,y.=,  ternis 

are equal and opposite in sign for x* greater than 40. This situation is similar to the Free 

balance in Nusselt's mode1 of vertical flat plate condensation. 

When the sarne data for Figure 6.7(d) are plotted with the ordinate axis between -0.4 and 

0.8 (Figure 6.7(e)), it is observed that by x' = 40, the (dPS 1 ~ 1 ~ ' )  , I , c u ~ . ~ * = I  and 

(dP' / d~'),,, terms are nearly zero. Therefore, because of the cancellation effect of the 

w" 1 1 and (dP' 1 &' ) ,hcor,r.n.O terrns. and the drop to zero of the 

( P  I d )  ~ h w r , ~  . =I and (clPb ldr'),l,,,, tenns. the unusual increase of ( d ~ ' / d ~ ~ ) ~ , , ~  in the 

r' = 40 to 400 range is due to the change in the ( d ~ S d r ' ) ~ ~ ,  , term. According to the 

definition in Appendix H: 

rt is clear then, that the unusual increase in (df 'id.' ),,& after x' = 40 is closely related to 

a change in p.,, . 

To understand how p.,, affects the change in (dPqld< ),, , dong the channel, it is 

heIpfuI to examine the axial change in average densities, P,, /5,. and, &, which are the 

iocai densities averaged across the channel. The average vapou, gas, and mixture 



densities versus x' are plotted in Figure 6.7(f). In that plot, it can be seen that the average 

vapour density decreases while the average gas density increases dong the channel, and 

each of them is changing at a higher rate afterx' = 40. These variations in vapour and gas 

densities are due mostly to the respective decrease and increase in their partial pressures 

as the mixture region becomes more and more dorninated by gas. The partial picssure of 

the gas increases sharply even though the total pressure is nearly uniform. In the region 

for x* = 40 to x' = 400, vapour is still being removed slowly and gas is behg diffused 

towards the adiabatic plate. It will be seen in Figure 6.7(i), later, that the gas 

concentration in the mixture region near the adiabatic plate grows rapidly benireen x9 = 

40 and x' = 400. it appears therefore. that the region x' = 40 ta JO0 in this case is a 

transition region benveen high condensation rate to almost zero condensation rate (end of 

condensation). During this transition, the gas mass friction is increasing throughout the 

mixture region. especially near the adiabatic plate. By contrast. in the high condensation 

region (.x' < 40), the gas was confined to the region near the interface, 

It is worthy to note that the phenomenon of p.,, increases dong the charme1 was 

observed for other inclinations, including the case of horizontal orientation. The 

magnitude of the unusual increase in pressure gradient for 0 = 10" or 30°, shown in 

Figure 6.7(c), is smaller simply because the axial component of the gravitational 

acceleration is smaller. 

Figures 6.7(g) - (i) show the velocity, temperature, and gas mass fraction profiles, 

tr~pçciiveiy, ai diikreni miai iocations aiong the verticai channei. l'he effect of gravity 



causes a parabolic liquid veIocity profile. Also, the interface velocity is increasing with 

x'. As mentioned earlier, there is a large variation in the gas mass fraction profiles 

between x' = 40 and 400, which is consistent with the increase in average mixture density 

in that region. 

6.4 Results for R134a-Air Mixtures 

The mixture of R l N a  and air is a combination of a vapour with a lighter gas. In this case 

the adverse buoyancy force causes flow reversal when the channel is inclined downward. 

The analysis is limited to the case of horizontal orientation to avoid this situation. In 

order to provide direct comparison with steam-air misture, similar input parameters are 

used. However, some steam-air conditions could not be matched for R134a substance 

because they are outside the range where the physical properties are available for RI  34a. 

The present comparison is based on the results for two inlet pressures (P, = 1 and 2 atm), 

three inlet Reynold numbers (Re,, = 500, 1000, and 2000), thee inlet-to-wall temperature 

differences (AT = 5 ,  10. and 20K), and three inlet gas mass fraction (Kn = 0, 0.01, and 

0.05). 

In general, the characteristics of condensation hom a R134a-air mixture are similar to 

those of a steam-air mixture. Effects of the independent parameters Kn, AT, Rein, and Pm 

on film thickness, pressure gradient and heat transfer are shown in Figures 6.8(a) - (c), 

6.9(a) - (c): 6.10(a) - (c), and 6.1 I(a) - (c), respectively. They give the same trend as for 

the steam-air mixture. Also, the results for stearn-air mixtures at the same conditions are 

inciudcù i r i  iiiost: figures. Camp-mri io waiq  Kefigerant Ki34a has a much hi@er 



vapour density, lower vapour and liquid conductivity, lower latent heat and higher liquid 

viscosity at the sarne pressure. Therefore, R134a is expected to give lower heat transfer 

than water. Higher liquid viscosity causes greater friction on the lower wall and thus 

contributes to a larger absolute pressure gradient. Results given in those figures confirm 

that the condensate film is thicker, the absolute pressure gradient is higher and the heat 

transfer is lower for Rl34a-air compared to stem-air under the same input parameters. 

6.5 Flow Reversa1 

it was observed that the computation of film growth until complete condensation is often 

unachievable for pure steam due to the occurrence of flow reversal. Considering the case 

of P ,  = 1 atm, Re,  = 1000 and 8 = O". the extent of the exponential growth region 

increases when AT decreases from 20K to 1K. as shown in Figure 6.12(a). Under these 

conditions. the solution can be advanced until the film thickness reaches the upper wall 

for AT I 3K. Since increasing AT has the effect of promoting condensation rate. it is 

believed that flow reversa1 occurs when the rate of condensation is suficientiy high. The 

velocity profiles for the last station before the simulation stops are plotted in Figure 

6. i2(b) (Note that y' is plotted in the abscissa a i s  to show the film thickness is higher for 

smaIIer 47). Al1 of the curves indicate that the reversal aiways occurs at the upper wall. 

Also. the ma~imum velocity exists in the liquid which is dragging the vapour. This 

situation occurs only when the condensation is aimost complete. For the case of AT = 

20K, numerical data shows that 99% of the water vapour has been condensed at the last 

station, just before flow reversal. 



The addition of a small arnount of non-condensable gas c m  darnpen the occurrence of 

flow reversai. For the sarne conditions but with Pin = 0.01, no reversal flow is observed 

up to AT = 44K. Higher AT induces a condensation rate high enough to distort the 

parabolic shape of the velocity profile towards the interface, causing a zero velocity- 

gradient adjacent to the upper wall. The velocity profiles for the last station of the 

simulation are illustrated in Figure 6.12(c). ïhese profiles are different from the case of 

pure steam in that the maximum velocity remains in the mixture region. For the case of 

AT = 4jK, the magnitude of the velocity is relatively hi&. It implies that the 

condensation is still some distance away from completion. Two additional results for the 

same conditions but Re, = 2000 are also included in Figure 6.12(c). However the curves 

are coincident with the case of Re,, = 1000 and the sarne reversa1 is encountered at the 

same AT. It shows that Re,, does not have significant impact on flow reversal. Higher Re,, 

does not change the critical temperature difference of 45K for flow reversai to happen. 

Another parameter which has significant influence on flow reversal is the angIe of 

downward inclination. For the case of Pln = 1 atm, Re,, = 1000, Rn = 0.0 1 and O= 1". the 

onsec of flow reversal shifts to AT = 14K. Figure 6 .  I2(d) shows the velocity profiIes at 

the last station for AT = 13K and 14K. tt is known that small downward inclination c m  

significantly decrease the film thickness. Larger space for the mixture region may make 

the flow reversa1 more prone to occur. 

Pure R134a vapour inside horizontal channel can usually sustain a complete condensation 

path without flow reversal. Among the investigated range outiined in Section 6.4, flow 



reversal was not encountered. Higher temperature differences (AT 2 20K) were not tested 

due to the limitation of the availability of physicai properties. 

The above cornparisons do not aim at quanti&ing AT for the existence of flow reversai. 

The objective is just to identify the key parameters influencing this phenomenon. 

Increasing AT and O promote flow reversal while increasing K,, dampens it. The 

phenomenon of flow reversal may relate to the onset of flow instability. Further 

investigation is needed in future studies. 
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Figure 6.3(g): Gas inass fraction profiles at diîïereiit axial locatiotis for 

stem-air nt PiIl = 1 atm, Reil, = 2000, dl'= 20K. = O .  1 ,  and D= 0' 
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Chapter 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Conciusions 

A finite-volume method has been successfully developed to solve the problem of two- 

phase larninar film condensation inside inclined channels in the presence of a non- 

condensable gas. Complete boundary layer equations for each phase with variable 

physical properties were considered so that there is no restriction of the appIicabi!ity of 

the present mode1 to any combination of substances. The solution method utiiizes a fÙlIy- 

coupled and hlly-implicit approach for which the performance in terms of computational 

effort is superior to the conventional segregated approach. In terms of application of the 

method, a wide range of input parameters for the mixtures of stearn-air and Ri34a-air 

was used to study t!!e condensation process. The following conclusions were drawn frorn 

the numerical results: 

Fully condensed regirne 

Due to the efficiency of the computation, the solutions can be advanced to the hIIy 

condensed regirne, except when flow reversa1 is encountered. 

I. For the case of pure vapour, the condensate film undergoes a sharp increase in 

thickness at the trailing edge to fill-up the whole domain. 

2. When a non-condensable gas is present, the film thickness wilI converge to a 

Ievel at which the mixture region consists of a gas fully saturated with vapour at 

the prescribed walI temperature. 



Effect of inlet parameters 

The parameters W,,, AT, Re,,,, and P,, define the inlet conditions. Their effects on the 

film thickness, the pressure gradient. and heat transfer for condensation inside a 

horizontai channel are sunilar for stem-air and R134a-air mixtures. 

1. An increase in FV, causes the film thickness to decrease, the pressure gradient to 

move fùrther towards the negative scale, and the heat transfer to decrease. 

2. An increase in AT causes the film thickness to increase, the pressure gradient to 

move further towards the positive scale. and the heat transfer to increase. 

3. An increase in Re,, causes the film thickness to decrease, the pressure gradient to 

move further towards the negative scaie, and the heat transfer to increase. 

4. An increase in P ,  causes the film thickness to increase, except for pure vapour, 

the pressure gradient to move further towards the negative scaie, and the heat 

transfer to decrease. The film thickness for pure vapour follow this behaviour up 

to a crossing point where the opposite is tme. 

Effect of gravity 

The case of Pln = 1 atm, Re,,, = 1000, AT = 20K, and Kn = 20% was examined under 

different downward inclinations of the channel for a stearn-air mixture, 

1. The film thickness decreases substantially fiom the horizontal position as B 

increases. 

2. ï h e  impact on heat transfer is insignificant for srnaIl 13 (less than 1 O )  

3. The pressure gradient increases due to the hydrostatic effect when the channel is 

inclined. 



R134a-air versus steam-air 

Condensation of R134a-air mixtures inside a horizontai channel gives higher film 

thickness, smaller pressure gradient (or higher negative gradient), and smaller heat 

transfer than those of stearn-air mixture under the same input parameters. 

Flow reversal 

Flow reversai occurs at the top plate. A higher condensation rate (an increase in AT or 

a decrease in CK,) and a more inclined channel (an increase in 8) will make flow 

reversal more likely to occur. 

7.2 Recommendations 

The following recommendations are made for future work: 

1. Extensive study on different inlet conditions to an inclined channel should be carried 

to m e s s  their effects on the condensation process. 

2. The analysis can be extended to laminar film condensation at both plates inside a 

vertical channel. This can be done easily by treating the upper plate of the present 

model as a symmetry Iine. 

3. Analogous approach with polar-coordinates may fimher extend the present mode1 to 

laminar film condensation inside vertical pipes. 

4. The model may be modified to work with turbuient fl ow situation. 
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APPENDIX A 

ThermophysicaI Properties 



A.1 Partial Pressure of Gas and Vapour 

Sum of the mole number, Nfof = N, + Rr, 
mg mv =-+- 
LM, M" 

5 v - Using ideal gas relation, - = - 
N , R T  mg m - & Y  

Divide both the numerator and the denominator of above equation by m,,,, and siinpli@, 

.4ccording to Dalton's law of gas mixtures, the panid pressure of the vapour cm be 

calculated as, 

The unit for the pressure is -Pa' in al1 the calculations unless otherwise specified. 

A.2 Water Properties 

Liquid water deniity F~IIT?] 

Source: page 22 of Irvine and LiIey (1984) 

Temperature range: 273.16 K I Tt 1 647.3 K 



647.3 -TL 
where: t ,  = 

647.3 

Liquid water speci fic heat [ Jkg  KI, viscosity [h'-s/rn2], and thermal conductivity 

[ Wlm-KI 

Source: page 846 of Incropera and DeWitt (1996) 

Temperature range: 273.15 K I TL 1 647.3 K 

Cp L, PL, and kt at the desired ternperature TL are evaluated by linear interpolation of 

the tabulated data. 

Water vapour (stem) density 

Approximated by the ideal gas equation of state, 

where: P, is evaluated from Equation (A.2) 

LM, (molecular mass) = 18.0 15 kgkrnol 

R (Universai gas constant) = 83 14 JI(kmo1-K) 



Water vapour (stearn) specific heat [Jkg-KI, viscosity p.s/m2], and thermal 

conductivity [Wlrn-K] 

Source: page 846 of incropera and DeWitt (1996) 

Temperature range: 273.15 K < Tbf I 647.3 K 

Cp ., pv, and kv at the desired temperature T,o are evaluated by linear interpolation of 

the tabulated data. 

Water vapour (steam) saturated temperature [KI and pressure [Pa] 

Source: page 21 of Irvine and Liley (1984) 

or P,, = exp - - 
(T,u,B il C) x 

Temperature and pressure range: 6 1 1 Pa r Px,, < 1.233~ IO' Pa 

372.16 K 5 Tm, < 600.0 K 

A = 0.426776~ 10' 

B = -0.X?gî,70x 104 

C = -0,948654~ IO' 

Temperature and pressure range: 1.233~10~ Pa 5 Pm, < 2.210~ 10' Pa 

600.0 K 5 Tm r 647.3 K 

A = -0.387592~10 3 

B =-0.125875~10' 



Latent heat of vaporization [Jkg] 

Source: page 23 of Irvine and Liley (1984) 

Temperature range: 273.16 K 5 Tin, 5 647.3 K 

647.3 - Tnt 
where: t ,  = 

647.3 

A.3 Refrigerant R134a Properties 

Ail the equations. escept vapour density. in this section are developed by using curve- 

fitting feature in Microsofi Excel. The data are obtained Eom page 19.25 of ASHRAE 

handbook (1 997). 

R134a liquid density [kg/m3] 

Temperature range: 169.85 K I TL 1374.18 K 

pt = -3.94030242~ 1 O-? T: + 3 -49373227~ 104 T: - 1.17439275~ 1 O-' T: + 

1.48643 t 1 6 ~  10' TL + 1.0690241 0x 10' (A-8) 



R134a liquid specific heat [Jlkg-K] 

Temperature range: 169.85 K I TL < 249.15 K 

Cpt = - 1 . 5 6 6 ~ Z M x l O ~  T? + I .3867312hl0*' T? - 4.57137329~10-3 T: + 

6.65945644~ 1 O-' Tt - 3.49971 793x 1 O' (A-9) 

Temperature range: 249. t5 K I TL < 299.15 K 

CPL = 
a 3 4.25741X3~ IO*' T: - 4.56696805~ 10 TL + 1.85468352~ IO" TL' - 

3.35020742~ 1 O" TL + 2.3 8405562~ 1 O' (A. 10) 

Temperature range: 399.15 K I Tt < 353.15 K 

Cp = 1.04248184~10-~ T: - 1.3 lW349x lo4 T: + 6.2165740~~ 10" T~' - 

1.30776865~10' TL+ 1.03314130~10~ (A. I 1) 

Rl34a liquid viscosity m-s/mL] 

Temperature range: 169.85 K 5 TL < 233.15 K 

= 8.88874184~ IO-' 7'; - 7.81878295 10*' T? + 2.59516008~10~ T~~ - 

3.86358301~ IO' TL + 2.18878856~ 10' (A. 12) 

Temperature range: 233.1 5 K < TL 1 353.1 5 K 

p~ = 1.19924814~10~ T: - 1.59548844~10-~ T: f 8.0161 l764~10*'  T: - 

1.82134762~10' Tt+ 1.60681791~10~ (A. 13) 

RI 34a liquid thermal conductivity [Wlrn-K] 

Temperature range: 303.15 K 5 Tt S 353.13 K 

,-, -, -,, . -1 - --- * - - *  - . - - t  kL = ~ . O W Y O L ~ Y  ixlu l~ +2.1~341 J46xlU ' 



R 134a vapour density ~ ~ / r n ' ]  

Approximated by the ideal gas equation of state, 

(A. 1 5) 

where: P, is evaluated frorn Equation (A.2) 

M, (rnolecular m a s )  = 102.08 kgkm01 

R (Universal gas constant) = 83 14 Jl(krno1-K) 

R134a vapour specific heat [J/kg.K] 

Temperature range: 169.85 K 5 TI ,  < 3 19.15 K 

C p  , = 1.09566975~ 1 u9 T,: - 9.4 136765% 1 O-' TG 5 3 .O99%786x 1 0 rL: - 

4.35662647~ 1 O-' TiI + 2.74609903 (A. 16) 

Temperature range: 3 19.15 K I TI[ 5 353.15 K 

C p ,  = 4.20 162832~  IO-^ TL: - 5.49265028~ 104 rt? 5 2.69489900~ 10.' TG - 

5.88014219~10' &,+4.81446295x103 (A. 17) 

R 134a vapour viscosity IN-s/m2] 

Temperature range: 169.85 K I TI, < 255.15 K 

p,. = 4.46283564~ 10" T,\; - 3.60372028~ 10" TM + 1.096985Xx T$ - 

1.08527157~ 10" TJ, + 7.35961447 (A. 1 8) 

Temperature range: 255.15 K I fir < 353.15 K 

p, = 8.42178545~ 10" TI;' - 9.56882896~10-~ T,\: + 4.088 17874~ 10-~ rkf - 

7.73333743 + 5.54367605~ 1o2 (A. 19) 

t 62 



R134a vapour thema1 conductivity [W/mK] 

Temperature range: 223.15 K < TL, 1 353.1 5 K 

k, = - 3.59685861~ 10-l~ TL: + 44.929213~7xl~J> TL: - 3.80107973~10~ T: + 

1.08836252~ 10-~ T,M - 1.00350026~ IO-' (A.20) 

R134a vapour saturated temperature &] and pressure [Pa] 

Temperature and pressure range: 390 Pa I PJat I 2.63 3 x 1 o6 Pa 

169.85 K I  T,, 5 353.15 K 

ï', = { A ~ I I ( P , ~  x IO-')y + Bln(P, x 10-3) +CF' 
- B-, /B~-~A(c-T,- ' )  

or Pm, = exp 
2A 

Latent heat of vaporization [Jkg] 

Temperature range: 169.85 K < T,,,, 1353.15 K 

hk = - 9.97570308~10' + 8.56535847~10.' ~2 - 2.80200039~10-~ T,~: + 

3 .52784660 T,, + 1.35346723~ 102 (A.23) 



A.4 Refrigerant RI13 Properties 

Al1 the equations, except vapou. density, in this section are developed by using curve- 

fitting feature in Microsoft Excel. The data are obtained from page 19.15 of ASHRAE 

handbook (1997). 

RI13 liquid density [kg/m3] 

Temperature range: 343.13' K 5 Tt < 448.15 K 

pt =-1.3'2289949~10-' T: + 1.84459953~10~ -8.55813137~10-~ TL + 

1.56141635~10' Tt + 8.28361 164x10' (A.24) 

Temperature range: 448.13 K I Tt 1 487.55 K 

pr = -4.69523672~10~ T: + 8.6365501 1x10'' T? - 5.95749398~10~ TI + 

1.82641077~ 10' TL - 2.09953025~ IO' (A.25) 

R113 liquid specific heat [Jkg-KI 

Temperature range: 277.15 K I TL _< 448. f 5 K 

Cp = 7.400j9?j6x 1 0 - l ~  T: + 9.69104047~ 10'' T? - 9.381 j7903x IO" TL2 + 

3.1 1835306~ 10" TL - 2.57498 152 (A.26) 

RI 13 liquid viscosity [N-sd ]  

Temperature range: 377.15 K I TL I 48.15 K 

AL = 7.133'58599~10'~ T? - 1-18 197782x10~~ T: + 7.44717450~10~' T~' - 

2.1 3 156~05~ 10' TL t ~ . X Y ~ ~ ~ ? X I Ï  111' 



RI 13 liquid thermal conductivity [Wlm-K] 

Temperature range: 277.15 K I TL 1 438.15 K 

kL = -1.74669828~ 104 TL + 1.29627979~ IO-' 

RI13 vapour density [kg/m3] 

Approximated by the ideal gas equation of state, 

P" M,. 
p" =y 

R TL, 

where: P, is evaluated from Equation (A.2) 

M, (molecular m a s )  = 187.38 kg/kmol 

R (Universal gas constant) = 83 14 Jl(kmo1-K) 

RI 13 vapour specific heat [JkgK] 

Temperature range: 3 13.1 5 K I T i I  I 423.1 5 K 

C p v  = -3.21822159~10-" TL; + ~.83967238xlO-' rt? - 4.67724925~ 104 Tc/ + 

1.5956 1605~ 1 0" Tc1 - 1.775256 15x 1 0' (A.30) 

Ri 13 vapour viscosity [ ~ . s / r n ~ ]  

Temperature range: 277.15 K 1 Tt1 1 448.15 K 

,uV = -6.40592359~ 10-" Tc: + 2.4745625 1 x 10' rcl3 - 2.6307 18 19x IO-' TL: + 

9.69028823~ 10.' - 1.10330409~ 102 (A.3 1) 



RI 13 vapour thermal conductivity [WImK] 

Temperature range: 277.15 K 5 T.tt 5 438.15 K 

k, = 7.4265 1302~ 10-'O - 1.998 1 l378xl0-' ~2 + 1.02467622~ lo4 - 

1.03328594~ 1 O-' (A.32) 

RI 13 vapour saturated temperature F] and pressure [Pa] 

Temperature and pressure range: 2.860~ 10' Pa 5 P,, 5 3.41 1 x 1 O6 Pa 

243.15 K i Tm 1487.55 K 

Trot = {A[~(P, x 10-~1P + Btn(P, x IO-') +CI' 
- B - J B Z  -4A(C-TTU1-' )  

or P,, = exp x IO5  
7 A  

Latent heat of vaporkation [Jkg] 

Temperature range: 243.15 K I T,I < 448.15 K 

hl, = - 2.6 1533627~ IO-' T,' + 3.27480733~ 1 O" T,,,: - 1.595 1 5991 x 1 O" T,,,: + 

1.595 1599 1 T,,,, - 6.05967775~ 10' (A.35) 

Temperature range: 448.1 5 K 5 T,n, 5 487.55 K 

hk = - 5.1798 1790~ IO-' TL + 9.646385 13x10" ~2 - 6.60907858~ 10' + 

2.0 1239727~ IO' T,, - 2 . 2 9 7 5 3 ~ ~  1 o6 (A-36) 



A 5  Air (Gas) Properties 

Air density [kg/m3] 

Approximated by the ideai gas equation of state, 

where: P, is evahated fiom Equation (A.l) 

R (Universal gas constant) = 83 14 J/(krnol-K) 

Air specific heat [Jlkg-K] 

Source: page 97 of Irvine and Liley (1984) 

Temperature range: 250 K 5 TI, 5 2000 K 

where: ,.II = 0.103i109x10' 

Ai = -0.2848870~ 1 O-' 

A3 =0.7816818~10~ 

Air viscosity v.s/m2] 

Source: page 113 of Irvine and LiIey (1984) 



Temperature range: 250 K 5 TL[ c 600 K 

Br = -9.860lxlO-' 

Bz = 9.080125xl0" 

B3 = -1.17635575~ 1 0 ~  

Temperature range: 600 K 5 T.L, 5 1050 K 

Bi =4.8856745 

B? = j -43232~ 1 O-' 

Bj = -2.426 1775x 1 

Air thermal conductivity [Wlm-KI 

Source: page 1 14 of lrvine and LiIey (1 984) 

Temperature range: 250 K 5 Ttt < IO50 K 

where: Ct = -2.276501 x 10" 

= 1.2598485~10~ 

Cl =-1.4815235~10*~ 

A.6 Mixture Property Evaluation 

Difision coefficient [m2/ss] for stem-air mixture 

Source: Equation (1 I-J. t) on page 553 of Reid et ai. (1977) 



where: ig = 20.1 

Above variables are atomic difision volumes (particular to s t e m  and 

air), read from Table 11-1 of Reid et al. (1977) 

Diffusion coefficient [rn'is] for R134a-air mixture and RI 13-ait mixture 

Source: Equation (1 1-3.2) on page 549 of Reid et al. (1977) 

a, + 0, 
where: (characteristic tength) = 

7 - 
O- (potential length constant) = G , ~  

= 3.71 1 A, h m  Appmdix C of Reid et al. 

113 

O,, = ( +  1 - O [ )  , lrom Equation (2-72) of Reid et al. 

Tc (critical temperature) = 
374.18K forR134a 
487.55 K for Ri 13 

40.030 atm for RI 34a 
P, (criticd pressure in atm) = 

33.664atm for RL I3 



o (acentric factor) = - log,o PRq,,.,, - 1-000, fiom Equation (2-3.1) of 
Reid et al. 

TR (reduced temperature) = TIT, 

PR (reduced pressure) = PIP, 

Cl (diffision collision integrai), from Equation (1 1-3.6) of Reid et al. 

-= 'v' i; - [ i; - ) . from Equatioo (1 1-3 -4) of Reid et al. 
k h  

-=-- &m. - 78.6 K. from Appendix C of Reid et al. " 
k h  kh 

5 = (0.7915 + 0. 16%o)Tc, fmrn Equation (2-7.3) of Reid et ai. 
k, 

Mixture density [kg/rn3] 

 p.^ = f i  + pg 

Mixture specific heat [JIkgK] 

CPY= W C p g  + (1-IV) C p v  



Mixture viscosity [~-s/rn'] 

Source: Equation (9-5.4) on page 41 1 of Reid et al. (1977) 

1% 4 where: ml, (mole fraction) = - = - 
N,OI L 

Mixture thermal conductivity [CVIm-KI 

Source: Equation (10-6.1) on page 508 of Reid et al, (1977) 

1'4 - 4 where: ml, (mole fraction) = - - - 
IV ,  PM 



Transformation of Boundary Layer Equations 

and Boundary Conditions 



8.1 Coordinate Transformation 

Given the transformation equations: 

y = H q - 6 7 - H + 2 6  f o r  S l y S H .  

In derivative form: 

dy = (H-8 )  87 f o r  S l y I  H. 

Let 4 = f (u, ,v ,  ,TL , z r , ,  , v,, , T,, , w), iü partial derivatives are aansfomed as: 



(B. 10) 

(B. 1 1) 



B.2 Normal Mass Flux 

Referring to figure B-I: 

(B. 13) 

, f o r O l y I S ;  (8.14) 

? for S l y  I H. (B 

In the liquid region, the mass flow rate normal to the north face: 

SimiIarly, in the mixture region: 

k , i / . n  = P, \ I ,~v . \ I .~  ( ~ t -  --L ) - ~.\tflu.\/.n - ~ w , n )  

= ~ , t t .nv . \ , .n  Gc - ~u ) - ~ i , . n l l . \ r ,  [- ~n (6, -6, )+ ~(6, -J.)] 
nr,, , -- - P.t/.nV.\,n - ~ . r r ~ h . n ( 2 - ~ n )  

(6 - 6,) , for 61y5f.L (B. 1 7) 
AX A x  

Define the variable, J" , normal mass flux: 

, forO<yI6;  (B-18) 

, For 55 y i S. (%.i9j 
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B.3 Governing Equation Transformation 

Liquid continuity equation: 

Liquid momentum equation: 

Liquid energy equation: 



Mixture continuity equation: 

- [( ff - 6 ) ~ , 1 L r , , I -  P.,, L r I ,  - (H - 6) la, 3% " 
Mixture rnornennun equation: 



Mixture energy equation: 

Mixture mass diffusion equation: 



B.4 Boundary Condition Transformation 

Lower plate ( q  = 0): 

ut =O 

Combining Equation (B.27) and v, = O, 

=?JI =O 

TL = TM, 

Upper plate ( q  = 2): 

Combining Equation (B.30) and v.,, = 0, 

P.,, D a w  a--- -0 
H-S dq 



Liquid-mixture interface ( q  = 1): 

Overall conservation of mas:  





APPENDUlC C 

Grid Spacing Determination 



C. 1 Grid Spacing in the pDirection 

The following algorithm refers to a grid system which stars with a uniformly spacing 

grid, follows with an exponentiaily expanding grid. 

Input parameters: 

L = totd length [ml 

n. = totai number of conml volumes (including the zero-thickness one at the first node) 

dli  = spacing for the first non zero-thickness contro1 volume [ml 

nb = number ofuniformly-spaced control voIumes at the beginning 

Output parameters: 

xb. ,  = location of the grid boundaries [ml, where i = 1,2, .. ., nr (refer Figure C. 1) 

f = expansion factor 

Uniformly-spaced region 

%b.l = 0 

. l . l + A  for i=2.3 ,..., nb+1  

Expanding region 

The expansion factor is detennined h m  the following expression when the spacing 

of the first control volume in this region is Axl : 



where: Afbpût2 = Xbfih+lf AXI 

L, = length of the expanding region = L - nb(A,yi) 

ne = number of control volumes in the expanding region = nx - nb - I 

Equation (C.3) is solved by using Newton-Raphson root search method: 

When the expansion factor is known, the Iocation of the subsequent grid boundaries 

cm be evaluated: 

xh, = -{ex& - - l)dl] - I] for i =  nb + 2, nb + 2, ..,, nx 
f 

where: dl = Wf +1) 
ne 

In the code, it is required to provide f ( e l 1  not be calculated) when specifying dx1 = O. If 

f = 0. above aigorithm d l  be brpassed and the grid wiIl be unifomly spaced. 



C.2 Grid Spacing in the  direction 

Liquid region (O I q < 1) 

Uniforrn grid is utilized in the liquid region. 

Input parameter: 

nl = nurnber of control voturnes [including the zero-thickness control volumes at the 

bottom plate and the interface) 

Output parameters: 

qblJ[ = location of the grid boundaries [ml, where jl = 1,2, ..., nl (refer Figure C.1) 

1 
where: dri, = - 

nl-2 

Mixture region (1 5 q 5 2) 

The gnd is expanding geometrically From the interface to q = 1.5, then it is 

contracting with the sarne factor to the upper plate. 

Input parameters: 

JII,,~ - spacing of the h non zero-tbckness control volune in the mixture region 



nv = number of c o n ~ o l  volumes (including the zero-thickness control volumes at the 

bottom plate and the interface) 

Output parameters: 

= location of the grid boundaries [ml, where jv = 1,2, ..., KV (refer Figure C. 1) 

g = expansion factor 

The expansion factor is detenined from the following expression: 

g-1 

where: 

nv 
- 1  nv = even nurnber 

2 

nv+I 
1 nv = odd number 

If nv is an odd number, it wilI be ovenslitten in the code and it becomes an even 

number by adding 1. 

Equation (C.9) is solved using Newton-Raphson root search method: 

0.Sg 0.5 where: G(g) = gn - - +--1 
A%r 4 w . i  

(C. IO) 

dG 0.5 - = n gn-1 - - 
do 
-0 

A n .  
--te,# 



When the expansion factor is known, the location of the grid boundaries for the 

mixture region cm be evaluated: 

J76v.l = 1 ((2.1 1 )  

Vbv,2 = ~ b v . 1  + A h 1  (c. 12) 

vbvJv = V ~ Y J Y - I  + g ( V ~ Y J Y - ~  - ribvp-2) forjv= 3 , 4 ,  ..., n + 1 (C .  13) 

V b v m 2  = q b v ~ n i  + (qbv.n+l - ~ b v . t t )  (c. 14) 

Vbv.p-1 - Vbv.p-1 
Vbv.,v = T ~ ~ v . , v - I  + f o r j v = n + 3 , n + 4 ,  ..., n v - 2  (C .  15) 

g 





APPENDIX D 

Discretized Governing Equations 



D.l Discretized Equations in the Liquid Region 

Liquid continuity equation: 

J 
4 ~ L . s  + aGl lu +a$ J L . ~  + ufP8p =bL,r 

Y where, aLPs = -1 

a$ = (D. 1 1) 

(D. 12) 



TJ kLsA~ aTL ' kL,A% aTL 
a,*, = ~PL.~CPL,~~,T; I ,A + -- --- 

(qP as. (6;p ar1.  

(D. 18) 

(D. 19) 

(D 20) 



Mixture momentum equation: 

where, a,;, = - 



Mixture energy equation: 





Mixture mass difision equation: 

where, = -FV," (D.53) 





APPENDM E 

Discretization of the Boundary Conditions 



E.1 Boundary Conditions at the Lower Plate (7 = 0) 

Il, = O  

3 UL.P = 0 (E. 1) 

Written in discretized liquid momentum equation: 

a 3 L . S  + a2L.S  + a;uL,P + a 5  JLS + ~?'VUL. ,V + a;VP + a i  Pi = 6; (E.2) 

where, aTp = 1 (E.3) 

RU - IL/ i d  UII u d  u p  - 
aLS - a,-S = aLSp = a,, = a,, = a,,, - bL, = O (E-4) 

J ;  = O  

4 . P  = 0 

Written in discretized liquid continuity equation: 

JJ J 
0L.s Jci + aGi ( , . p  + JL.r + aVJp = bL .p  

JJ where. a,, = 1 

II 111 Ja' J aLS = f iLJ  = aLSp = bLY = O 

TL = TM 

= TL.P=Td  (E.9) 

Written in discretized Iiquid energy equation: 

TJ T 
q y J , . s  + a:l;.s +~PZ(L,P +a&JL,P +a:2L) +a&TL.*v + a p P  = 6 , P  (E.10) 

rr where, a,, = 1 (E.11) 



Written in discretized mixture continuity equai 

(E. 12) 

(E. 13) 

(E. 14) 

(E. 15) 

(E. 16) 

(E. 17) 

(E. 18) 



Written in discretized mixture energy equation: 

n- where, a,,, = -1 (E.24) 

n. 
a.,,.,, = 1 (E.25) 

ÜIV - = O  
a ç 

FV, = IVp (E.27) 

Written in discretized mixture mass diffusion equation: 

Il3 IU 1YlV FV + alC'd 6 IV 
ai , ,  J,.  + a.YYVs + a.:;PKbl ,P + a.,, .P J.11 .P + a:;;WP + a,,,.,v .v 1, .P P = 4 1 . P  (E.28) 

IMF where. a,,, = -1 (E.29) 

IMY 
a.,, .r = 1 (E.30) 

1W - IVu a,,,s - n ,,, = a.:yJP = a , ~ ~ ~ .  = = biYvp = O  (E.3 1) 



E.3 Boundary Conditions at the Interface (7  = 1) 

Written in tinear algebraic Format: 



J ;  = J; 

= JL.S=J.V.P 

Written in linear algebraic format: 

a:J,JL,s + a6JLl.P = q P  

where, a$ = -1 

= 1 

bj', = O 

Written in linear algebraic format: 

a G L ,  + ar;JvP + a?,p; = b L P  

where. a& = 1 



Written in linear algebraic format: 

where. a$ = ( E S )  



TL = TI, 

Written in linear algebraic format: 

where, a$. = - k L . P &  

m l P  -ris 1 

=-  kL.P P.,? .P - Ts )& - k$, ,P Kt7 ,,v - G ,p )& 
W ( r l P  -7s)  ( ~ - m V , v  - v P )  



E.4 GIobal Mass Balance 

Written in linear algebraic format: 



APPENDM F 

Bordered Block Matrix 



F.1 Full Matrix Equation 

F.2 Block Entries 

Forjl= 1,2! ..., nl-1: 

XI 

xi. 





(F. 10) ' i 1 . 9  = 
l u  

*T (O a a O) (O O a,., O) -.- (O O 0 O),. 

O a,:., O O 
TJ m nv 

0 a , , ,  a,u,s a,,,,s 



(F. 1 7) 



APPENDM G 

Dirnensionless Groups 



Dimensioniess groups are defined in this section. They are used to present the results in 

Chapter 6. 

Let, 

Fr = rG 
gH sin û ' 

PL CP L Pr, =-, r- 
n~ 

(G.8) 

((3.9) 

(G. 10) 

(G. 1 1) 



(G. 13) 

Assuming constant properties, the non-dimensional set of boundary layer equations is 

denved using above definitions. 

Liquid continuity equation, Equation (3.3) becomes: 

Liquid momentum squation, Equation (2.4) becornes: 

Liquid energy equation, Equation (3.5) becomes: 

Mixture continuity equation, Equation (3.6) becornes: 

(G. 14) 

(G. 1 5 )  

(G. 16) 



Mixture mornentum equation, Equation (3.7) becomes: 

Mixture energy equation, Equation (3.8) becomes: 

Mixture mass diffusion equation, Equation (1.9) becomes: 

(G. 18) 

(G. 19) 

Similady, the boundary conditions are transformed into their dimensionless formats. 

At the lower plate (y* = O), Equations (3.1 O) - (3.12) become: 

il; = O ((3.3 L) 

vi = O  (G.22) 

TL = O  (G.23) 

At the upper piate (y' = 1): Equations (3.1 3) - (3.16) become: 

ri;, = O ((3.24) 

Y;, = 0 (G.25) 



GIobal mass balance. Equation (3.73) becomes: 



Examining the transformed Equations (G.14) - (G.34), the following dimensionless 

groups are produced: 

PL PL k' CPB - C P v  Re,", Fr, PrL, PriLI> Ja, Sc, - , - , - , T d  
P P.\{ k,o G A ,  ' T n  -TM/, 

Therefore the results such as u*, v', T ', & b', and d~* ldr ' ,  are independent of H and 8 

when the parameters listed in (G.35) remain constant. 

Another useful result is the heat transfer at the bottorn plate. The heat flux is given by: 

Substitute Equation (G.36) into the definition of heat transfer coefficient: 

Detine the local Nusselt number and the average NusseIt number as FolIow: 



- K H  
Nu, = - 

k L  

where: 

Although above analysis is based on the assurnption of constant properties, the numerical 

data from the code indicate that the effect of H and 0 is insignificant as long as the 

dimensionless groups in (G.35) are the sarne. 



APPENDlX H 

Pressure Gradient Corn ponents 



Newton Second Law of Motion: 

Consider al1 the forces acting on a station, as shown in the free body diagram of Figure 

H.1: 

Body force of the Iiquid 

Body force of the mixture 

Total pressure force 

Shear force at the bottom plate (7 = 0) 

4 Shear force at the upper plate ( q  = 2) 



Applying Equation (H.l) to the station: 

where: h o m t  = rate of change of momenturn 

Substitute Equation (H.4) into Equation (H.7) and rearrange: 

In dimensionless format: 

(K. IO) 

(H. 12) 



(H. 1 5 )  






